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BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

THE BIG BROADWAY SUCCESS

NEXT WEEK at KEITH’S
PORTLAND, MAINE

SLIDING BILLY WATSON
AND COMPANY OF 27—BEAUTY CHORUS OF 20

IN THE

Music Box Revue
CLEVER COMEDIANS—BEAUTIFUL SINGING AND DANCING
GIRLS—GORGEOUS COSTUMES—ELABORATE SCENERY
THE MOST LAVISHLY STAGED REVUE ON TOUR

BEST SEATS 75 CENTS

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

iraFMiwsi&B...w^

Begin to Save

MHI MW MMI!

When You are Young
Teach the children to ‘‘save
the pennies” and the lesson of
Thrift will be remembered down
through the years. Habits form
easily when young.

PARK THEATRE

The double feature program for
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established today is “The Butter and Egg Man”
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. with Jack Mulhall and Greta Nissen,
The Free Press was established In 1835 and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. and “The Model from Montmartre”
The’te papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
a Paramount picture.
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THE MOOSE CALL

DIGESTING THE

DIGEST VOTE

TALK OF THE TOWN

Mt. Pleasant Farmer Hears It ■
and Then Takes To the ‘ Rockland Man Compares Last Week’s Figures With This
Nearest Tree
and Sees Only Seven Smith States
The prize moose story of tbe sea
son comes from Mt. Pleasant, a sub- j

/n

UlFrank
rn’
at a wellO\\n
expense?'i*by
E. Butler,
known farmer.
Mir. Butler was homeward bound in
his automobile along toward dusk
■when a cow moose ran out of the
■woods into the highway just in time
to be butted good and bard hy the
“Lizzie.” This is a case of where thc
moose was more scared than the man
and the animal bleated in a manner
that could have been heard two
miles. Mr. Butler chuckled in vast

A Rockland business man who has been analyzing the Literary Digest

I ctraw v°te from week to week has compiled for The Courier-Gazette a cornparison of the figures for the past two weeks, and deducts therefrom the
notion that Smith will carry only seven States having a total of 109 votes
; in the Electoral College. The States which this Hoover optimist and Digest
| analyist is willing to concede to Smith and Robinson are Alabama. Arkansas,
|
! Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Georgia and New York. He doesn’t
even permit himself to be stampeded into the South column with Massachuj cetts. Jdcre are his comparative figures:
[
Smith
•
Hoover
Smith
Hoover
Last Week This Week Last Week This Week

Snowed in Boston yesterday. And
yet there had appeared to be nothing
frosty about Smith’s visit.
The floating body reported to the
local customs officials as having been
seen off Mosquito Island bell buoy,
has not been recovered.

Monday and Tuesday comes a colFifty-cent stamps and
dollar
, lege picture in which a new. and dif
stamps are now on sale at the Post
ferent approach has been produced.
Office. What a nice fat love letter
! •—
True wisdom is to know what is ••• At last the intriguing round of college
one could send with those.
••• best worth knowing, and to do what ••• life in the United States has been di
!
Is best worth doing.—Humphreys.
•••
*
... vorced from all the fanfare and slap
The Registration Board heg.in its
... |p. stick of fornier, so-called college pic
sessions yesterday, but traffic officers
tures which sickened collegiates and
were not necessary. Last December
non-collegiates alike. At last Paratlie total registration was 182.
DISCUSSING
TARIFF
__
mount has produced “Varsity,” with
_
.
_ .
za
Charles (Buddy) Rogers ably hand13,738 11,677 12,126 A well baby conference will he
Correspondent points Out ling a difficult lead role, and Mary short, for out of the woods hounded Alabama ................ ... 13,201
hold at tlie Red Cross rooms Monday
ii
i.
u r>
c
Brian and Chester Conklin furnish- a bull moose to answer the SOS call Arkansas ................ ....
11,070
11,446 10,889 11,149 afternoon from 2 to 3 o’clock, under
rlow It Could Corner lng SU|)|>ol.t Thc gtory deals with a of its mate.
Delaware ................ ...
1,388 the supervision of the Red Cross
3,539
4,009
1,273
Tlie bull lowered his antlers and |
Benefits On Knox County. ' "hlmsical Janitor whose aim In life
nurses, for the purpose only of
is achieved when his son comes to struck the motor car a blow that | Florida ..................... ....
9,162! weighing
3,534
17,247
2,081
and measuring babies .
college.
made
it
quiver
from
stem
to
stern.
|
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
11,863
10,305
The scenes for “Varsity” were ac Mr. Butler climbed the nearest tree Georgia ..................
The fundamental issues in Presi tually token on the campus at Prince
entire organization of the I’.
and was quickly out of the moose’s | Kentucky ............... ....
23,137 24,006 15,620 16,171 W.The
Woolworth Co. motored to Belfast
dential elections are usually econo ton University ahd were supervised lfach. The enraged animal roared
Louisiana ............... ...
9,472
9,904 13,304 13,839 Friday evening to attend the opening
mic. A stock economic argument of in-the milking by a committee from defiance at him and it was nearly
the new store in that city. On the
the Republican party has been that the faculty of thc university. The two hours before Mr. Butler dared Massachusetts ...... ....
75,570 77,329 37,931 38,617 of
way one stop was made to partake of
a vote for it, it a vote for prosperity picture is splendidly conceived, ably come down.
9,809 one of Penobscot View Grange's fa
7,761
4,421
3,224
Mississippi .............. ....
and material well being, in other directed and competently acted, a true
mous suppers.
words that business would be better. and living portrait of contemporary
32,786
27,688
60,215
Missouri
.................
....
48,645
A TIMELY APPEAL
Let us in Knox County analyze American college life—adv.
3,321
3,153
Bert Witham, Nathan Witham and
Montana
................
7,151
....
6,750
oui business structure and see just
Miss Corbett Finds Urgent Nebraska ................ .... 22,552 22,792 10,550 10,641 Earl Brewster returned Tuesday
»hat part of our prosperity wc owe
night from a week’s hunting at Ches
STRAND THEATRE
to the Republican party, if any. We
Need of Beddings and Kid New Jersey ........... .... 54,698 55,296 20,624 20,816 uncook Lake. Rainy weather proved
have heard much about voting “to
drawback to the success of the ex
“l’ay As You Enter” with Louise
dies’ Mittens
drink or not to drink,' but first as
New York .............. .... 203,656 215,548 174,531 183,420 apedition.
hut the Williams shot a buck
the issue is paramount with us, let Fazenda and Clyde Cook is now
apiece and Earl Brewster brought
15,233
14,025
North
Carolina
....
....
18,989
21,204
showing.
us consider whether "to eat or not
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
a doc. The hunters operated in
M.onday and Tuesday brings Burt
11,865 down
to eat,” "to merely exist or to live.”
24,674 28,632 10,301
In visiting the many homes in Oklahoma .............. ....
the vicinity of Duck Pond.
Earl
and
Girls
in
the
special
Para

Along the shores and islands of
Rockland I find an urgent need for Oregon .................. ....
7,376
7,536
15,460 15 880
this section, with Rockland ns their mount presentation “Banjomania,” bedding, especially where there are
engaged in tlie time-honored
an
outstanding
novelty
musical
act.
4,873 andWhile
trading center, are over 1.00(1 lobster
4,789
9,897
children and old people. Also a press Rhode Island ....... ....
9,724
extremely hazardous house
fishermen. Lobsters are very cheap The added feature picture is “Glori ing need for children’s clothing.
8,771 cleaning stunt of standing on a chair
7,980
3,292
2,841
now and have been all summer, the ous Betsy.” It concerns Elizabeth Wondering how I can get these things. South Carolina .... ....
adjust curtains Mrs. Ida Simmons.
4,386 to
price paid the fishermen being hard Patterson, the belle of Baltimore, 1 turn to your paper and ask permis South Dakota....... ....
3,583
10,520
8,432
20 Rodkland street, lost her balance
ly enough to pay the cost of produc who finds herself in love with her sion to make an appeal through its
21,628 22,454 14,996 15,450 Thursday and sustained quite severe
tion. Yet thousands of pounds of gallant French tutor. Determined Jo columns. Through that means num Tennessee .............. ....
injuries including cuts and bruises
lobsters are imported from the marry for love, she accepts his pro
51,269 31,405 34,683 and a badly wrenched knee in
45,739
bers have been helped in the past. Texas ..................... ....
Provinces duty 'free. Andrew Mel posal even though she realizes the This is what is needed: A kitchen
15,594 addition to a general shaking up.
23,474 14,891
22,161
lon believes in the tariff: his alumi difference in their social positions. stove, dishes, beds and bedding, espe Virginia ................. ....
9,420 Gus Tapley Sturtevant, canvassing
8,801
num gets plenty of protection. Why The film contains many interesting cially quilts, clothing of all descrip West Virginia ..... ....
17,078
16,048
developments, the greatest of which
not the lobster fishermen?
tions.
the Rockland territory for Lions, lias
22,071
21,847
31,841
is
the
startling
revelation
that
the
Wisconsin
............
.....
31,351
We have in our county a new ce
These articles are not asked for
rounded up a dozen or more high class
ment plant. Cement is on the free handsome young lover whom she has people “on the city” but deserving
ones, and an organization meeting
list. In 1928 over 2.70«.00ft barrels accepted is Jerome Bonaparte, brother families, where the man is earning
will he held at the Copper Kettle
of the great Napoleon.
SUPPORT
will be imported from Belgium and
small
wages,
and
has
many
mouths
to
Monday evening at 6.15. Lions from
In addition to ‘its romance of love
Germany duty free. The plant has
feed.
z\nd
while
I
think
of
it,
tbe
tlie Portland and Bangor cages will lie
and beauty the story also has its
been on part time as a result.
many
friends
who
keep
the
kiddies
[
present to show the amateurs how to
sombre and dramatic moments, such
What do the laborers or the owners
The
Rockland
Yacht
Club
Needs
Money
To
Go
Ahead
"hands
warm
during
the
winter
by
give a lion’s sized roar. The club will
as when Napoleon will not recog
of this plant owe the Republican
probably have a charter list of 20.
nize his brother’s marriage and pre donating mittens, should begin knit-!
With Its Building Project
party? With proper protection it
ting.
Last
year
80
pairs
were
asked
vails upon Betsy to return to her na
would be going at full capacity, prob
A Rockport woman who was learn
tive land, to forget her husband, that for and 153 pairs were sent in. Would *
ably even doubled in size, also the
ing to drive a car caused excitement
he may be sacrificed in a marriage of like another 50 pairs, gospel measure.,
workmen would likely get largei
Helen Corbett, City Matron.
Several months ago tlie Rockland job. At a meeting of the directors a plenty at the corner of Main and
state. Conrad Nagel is the leading ---------------------------------------------------------, Yacht Club was organized by a of tbe Rockland Cham her of Com- Limerock streets yesterday forenoon
wages.
man.—adv.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Even farmers in our seetion. more
group of interested individuals. The I' inerce it was voted that they “go on when she undertook to niak° too
Notice is hereby given that the Board of
than farmers of other sections, are
Eighteen 10-cent Christmas cards, Registration will lie in session at their room growth of the Club has been rapid , record endorsing the movement and short a turn into Limerock street
neglected
by Republican
party. boxed $1. Knox Bock Store. 117-145 in the City Building. Spring Street, upon until today it has more than 40(1 urging thc financial support of local and hit tlie silent policeman instead.
nine secular days preceding the sixth day of members.
There are hundreds of blueberry
individuals and business establish The policeman's skirt was slightly
November, 1928. for the purpose of revising
farms in our county. But there is
The Rockland Yacht Club realiz ments.”
damaged, but the car looked like a
and correcting the voting lists of the city.
tariff on blueberries, which year
The board will be in session the first six ing the inadequacy of the present
From the cold standpoint of dol 10-years ago war scene.
i
of
said
days
Sept.
26,
27,
20.
and
30
and
after year are forced down in price
boat landing is now making an ef lars and cents it means a great deal
. Nov. 1 and 2, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. in. and from
by intense competition with thouWEATHER STRIPS.
have available suitable rooms
The new 240-foot yacht Vanda, re
fa tt>w. 4rr ."» p in. und-froni 7-ftr-ni. to !» p. m. fort t,< secure $3,000 for tlie erection to
nds of crats imported from Nova
As the last three days of said session are for of a suitable building, this to serve where our visitors by water may re cently launched hy the liatli Iron
Chamberlin's Are the Best. Any
the
purpose
of
verifying
said
lists
and
to
com

Scotia.
But the produce of Cali
not only as club rooms, hut more fresh themselves before coming onto Works had a trial trip on tlie Rock
one wishing estimates please leave
plete and close up the records of thc session,
fornia farmers are protected, grapes,
address at The Courier-Gazette
no names will he added to or stricken from particularly as a waiting room for the streets to transact their business. land course Wednesday ami averaged
lemons, etc., and nearly a!! other
visitors.
Thc board of governors of the 15.4 knots an hour. Tlie Vanda is the
said lists on said days.
office. W. C. PUTNAM, Gen. Agt.
By order of the Board of Registration.
farm products are protected.
From interested summer residents Yacht Club is to he congratulated on second largest yacht built in the
129*131
HENRY
M.
PE
RPCHEMONT,
Chairman.
The protective tariff is a good
• 128-130 there has already been donated $1400. the new work it is doing and it de United States this year. She carries
thing, but what good is it to those
An appeal is now being made to serves both the moral and financial 100,000 gallons of oil for her Diesel
not protected? Given the average
local interests for funds to finish the support of all.
engine and lias a capacity of 140 tons
tariff granted to the politically
of water. The vessel was fully load
strong in this country, and all
ed for tlie tests.
classes connected with tlie above in
AS
dustries would receive two dollars
Tlie Rockland delegation which at
where they now receive one dollar.
tended tlie supper served by tlie
But Maine is so solidly Republican
So Goes the National Election, Maybe—Supporters of Gov. Christian Endeavorers of tlie Conthat they do not even give us a
gicgational
Church
in
Warren
thought in Washington. Until we
Thursday have much praise for the
Smith Beginning To Chirk Up
are in the doubtful column we need
excellence of the feast provided by
not expect service.
tlie young folks, witli (’hristine
But let us investigate further and
Mar
In the next eight days thousands of combinations which seem to be oper •Brown as chairman ami
we will find around Rockland both
jorie Spear as assistant.
“Uncle
election wagers will he made through ating in his favor.
south and east numerous granite
out tlie country. Faith in Republican
There’s nothing to prevent the bet Charlie” Robinson chaperoned tlie
quarries, all engaged In the manu
chances reached its highest peak of ting man from doing as lie likes, but Rockland contingent.
facture of granite paving blocks.
the campaign Wednesday when the from the curbstone it looks plum fool
Arc td be renewed by November First
The money paid out weekly in this
Any storekeeper or oilier person
odds reached 4'/i to 1 on Hoover. ish lo give such prohibitive odds,
county in pay rolls and supplies is
Smith's triumphal tour of New Eng when there are many doubtful States having a pair of ordinary platform
not less than $50,000. This among a
scab’s not in use can do a fine bit of
Any reputable doctor of medicine is authorized to
land not only made him a 6 to 5 choice on which even wagers can he made.
population of not over 17.000 includ
in Massachusetts but reduced the
New York is of course the key State, service hy donating them to thc Red
ing Rockland, or about three dollars
odds on the general result to 4 to 1.
for without it Smith can scarcely win, Cross for use in weighing school
issue certificates
each to every man. woman and child
Those who have watched Ihe prog and yet Hoover would not necessarily children. As it is. four scales are
in this locality every week. Take it
ress of election wagers iif former Jose if lie failed to carry that State. needed and were they available tlie
away and where a business man in
Presidential campaigns know full After Hoover’s Madison Square Gar efforts of the nurses would he facili
Rockland now sees one dollar he
well that the odds will be even further den triumph lie became a 6 to 5 favor tated An automobile is also much
would then be lucky to get fifty
reduced before election day and there ite in New York, hut it is quite likely needed by the two local nurses and if
LOCAL HEALTH OFFICER
cents. Find out where this $50,000 a
seems to be no reason why the betting tliat it will become an even bet, or that some person with a used car feels like
week comes from, lest when you vole
should not he much closer in view of Smith may yet rank a slight favorite making a gift it will be highly appre
In November you will be guilty of
ciated.
the remarkable drive which Gov there.
striking the hand that feeds you. Thc
Smith is making, and thc various
Tilt*
New
York
lb*
raid
Tribune
money that keeps our quarries oper
The new officers of Winslow-Hol
Thursday printed the following quo brook Post, American Legion, were
ating comes from New York City
tations:
128-130
municipal contracts, Tammany Hall,
installed Thursday night by county
Three to two that Roosevelt [for eoniniltteman Arthur Lawrence, who
if you wish to call it such.
Governor
I
carries
New
York
Stale.
Frank G. Booth.
was assisted hy Austin Day as ser
Nine to five tliat Hoover carries geant at arms. Tlie retiring com
Vinalhaven. Oct. 25.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31
Illinois.
mander, Theodore Perry nihde a
SAY IT WITH
Six to five tliat Hoover carries farewell address in which he spoke
A system of instruction by cor
Massachusetts.
respondence for children living in
his appreciation of the assistance he
Pleasant Valley
Even money that Smith carries New had received from his comrades and
isolated sections of Manitoba, Can
York
City
by
500,000.
ada, has been introduced by the pro
the public in general. Tlie new com
Grange Hall
Even money that Smith carries mander is Murray Whalen, who has
vincial department of education. It
HOME
GROWN
Wisconsin.
fellows to some extent thc plan in
been one of tbe most*enthusiastic
Two to one that Hoover carries New American Legion workers since tlie
Supper
Entertainment
use in Australia. The work in Can
FRESH
CRISP
BEAUTIFUL
Jersey.
ada is in charge of a teacher of wide
Post was instituted.
Two to one tliat Hoover carries In
experience with two assistants.
Games, Dance
&
diana.
Grade's I to VIEI are covered. The
Articles stolen from the power boat
Two and a half to one tliat ILoovei of E. H. Ripley, former deputy sheriff
128-130
plan has been in operation for about
carries
Ohio.
nine months, and 120 children are
led Wednesday to tlie arrest of David
You Need
Some Corner
Six to five that Smith carries Nin th Richardson and George Phelps, who
receiving instruction.
Carolina.
The
Beauty
of
of Your Home
were charged witli larceny: and
Six to five that Hoover carries Ten Harry Benoviteh. who was charged
Should Have a
FLOWERS
nessee.
witli being a receiver of stolen goods.
FERN
Every Qay
Nine to live tliat Hoover carries Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and Marshal
or
Kentucky.
Webster worked so efficiently on the
in Your Homes
One to 25 that Smith does not carry case that the boys pleaded guilty, and
FOLIAGE
HOME FOR CONVALESCENT
and Offices
more than 12 states.
were sentenced to tlie State School
PLANT
AND AGED PEOPLE
Ten to one that Hoover carries Cali for Boys in South Portland. Benofornia.
Bright Sunny Rooms, Steam Heat
vitcii pleaded “not guilty.’’ but was
ed; Excellent Food; Good Care.
J. S. Fried reported that Smith found guilty l»y Judge Miller and was
1
backers in Massachusetts were show fined $5(1 and costs. Through his at
Phone 598-M or Write
ing increased confidence, and had torney Frank A. Tirrell. Jr. he ap
AUTHORIZED DEALER
WESSAWESKEAG INN
telegraphed betting orders in such pealed.
Rockland, Maine
amount as made it likely that even
money would prevail, or that Smith
MRS. L. B. SMITH.
would become the favorite to carry YOUR FAVORITE POEM
128*130
“SILSBY’S"
that State. The betting odds signify
399 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Is the greatest literature, and pleas
TEL. 318-W
better prospects for Smith in Illinois, urePoetry
in poetry is the greatest of literary pleas
124-tf
as tlie odds were 2 to 1 against him ures.—Viscount Grey of FaHoden.
SIX TUBES
at the opening of the campaign there
THE COMMON STREET
and now are 9 to 5. Pennsylvania,
usually 2» to I for the Republican The common street climbed up against the
kkj
.
Farms, City Homes,
candidate, is 8 to 1 in.the present elec (hay meeting gras and wearily to and fro
tion odds.
I saw the patient coniinon people go,
Cottages, House
A lloekland man who does not wish Each, with his sordid burden, trudging by.
And
the lain dropped : then w,i-> not any sigh
SEVEN TUBES
his name made public, hut whose ad Or stir
of a live wind: dull, dull and slow
An Old Family
dress
may
be
obtained
at
this
office.
All
motion
: as a tule told long ago
and Cottage Lots
Doctor’s Favorite
is willing to bet tliat his opponent | The faded world; and creeping night drew

----------------

NEW YORK

MOVIE!

Saturday]
Issue

--------

APPEALS FOR

THE BETTING GOES

Rockland Savings Rank
Rockland, Me.
I(8t(

You Are Wanted
To depoit some money with us each month. We
will loan it on HOMES of people here in KNOX
COUNTY. We never charge them over SIX PER
CENT, and the demand is more than we can supply.
YOUR MONEY stays here to benefit your own com
munity. You have the BEST SECURITY in the
world and your DIVIDENDS OF FIVE AND ONEHALF PER CENT are very liberal. You can start
an account at any time. We receive deposits as small
as ONE DOLLAR per month or any amount up to
FIFTY DOLLARS per month.

a

Rockland Loan & Building Association
407 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Thre* doors South of Rockland National Bank
.

12S8tf

Ai tKo Sign of.

OF FOOD HANDLERS

HALLOWEEN

Chrysanthemums Now

WESSAWESKEAG
INN

KAd

OUR FIRST CARE

All Electric Sets

If we could just sit down and have
a little heart-to-heart visit with you
— which we would like to do—here is
what we would say:
“We are working earnestly to build up a good,
strong Bank here. To do this, we need the con
fidence and patronage of our people. To secure
this, our first great care is to safeguard the funds
deposited with us and to make only conservative
loans. We want your banking business and arc
striving to merit it.”

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

REAL ESTATE

$77.00 less tubes

For The Family Ills and Ails

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

HEALTH CERTIFICATES

•

$106.00 less tubes

JOHN A. KARL & CO
118-152

Ballard’s Golden Oil

Prescription.

THE EVER-READY EFFECTIVE
REMEDY
The Family Standby for Generations.
Best for Croup, Coughs. Colds. Cramps.
Colic—Sprai/is and Strains—Loosens.
Lubricates. Heals—No Poison Drugs.
Sold Everywhere.
Keep a Supply on
Hand.

114 S

cannot name 20 States which Smith |

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

84Stf

will carry, thc Solid South not hein,
barred from thc proposition.

Tiic t eal originals now arc the peo
ple who behave properly.—Edith
Sit w ell.

“,#h
Then burst tbe sunset, flooding far and fleet.
Leavening the whole of Ute with magic leaven.
Suddenly down the lung wet glistening hill
Pure splendor poured- and Io! the common
'Heef.
A golden highway into golden heaven,
With the dark ahapes of nten ascending still.
— Uvleu Gray Coue.
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Head has been visiting at Bjston
The righteous shall inherit the land, Light.
Jand dwell therein for ever. The law
Cot his God is in his heart; none of his
Mrs. Lewis Foss motored to Port
I steps shall slide.—Psalnt 37:29. 31.
land Thursday to visit her husband
who is in the Marine Hospital.
OUR YACHT CLUB

The endorsement by the Chamber
lot Commerce of the Rockland Yacht
I Club's ambitious purposes, is another
| of the gestures of approval which
J have multiplied as the community
f visualizes the intentions of tlie cluh
and what the full success of them
means to our city. We believe it to
be scarcely possible to estimate the
potential value of the splendid ex( parse of harbor which sets Rock
land among the places of distinction
upon the New England coast. With
the passing of the wooden ship the
commercial glory of the harbor like
wise vanished, but there remains the
scenic beauty of it, and its possibil
ities of adaptation to the present re
vival of yachting nnd the rapid in
crease in the summer activities of
this favored region of Maine.
It is not to exaggerate when we
declare that here in our very front
yard is an asset which Rockland lias
too long undervalued, but which the
enterprising spirit of the Yacht
Club purposes shall no longer he dis
regarded.
The protected harbor,
deep-watered, fashioned to accom
modate a great fleet, with ample
room for manouvering. offers an un
usual theatre for development. The
harbor that opens its arms to this
rapidly growing business of summer
yachting is going to get its rightful
share of It. The people who sum
mer in this neighborhood desire
Rockland for a port of visitation—its
marts of trade, its hospital, its
churches, its Country Club, its rail
road and steamboat facilities.
The building of a clubhouse Is the
leal beginning that shall make pos
sible the things here glanced at.
Friends of the summer colony, not
ably Thomas W. Lamont and Mr.
Bok, have already in their definite
fashion expressed their cordial ap
proval of the purpose. Our own peo
ple should do no less, but in ample
fashion support the ambitions of the
promoters whose efforts, unselfishly
contributed, are directed toward the
general community welfare. If ever
there was a project deserving the
unanimous and unreserved support
of our citizens it is this one now be
ing put forward by the Rockland
Yacht Club.

I

I

[BURPEES]

IN SOCIETY

Rockland, Me., Oct. 27,
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman in the
Dr. anu Mrs. H. V. Tweedie have
office of Tlie Courier-Gazette, and that of the
1-sue of this paper of Oct. 25, 1928. there was returned from a visit to Quebec.
printed a total ot 6300 copies.
«
----Before me,
/ FRANK B. MILLER,
Mrs. Phronie Closson of Owl’s
'
Notary Public.’

Nathan Farweii arrived Wednes
day from New York for a fortnight's
visit at his Rockland home.

.Mrs. Ervan Arey and daughter
Helen have returned to Vinalhaven
after making a visit with relatives
in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Packard and
son Robert of Portland are weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles G.
Hewett, • Bread way.

Every-Other-Day

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF THANKSGIVING
DINING ROOM SUITES
Low Prices—$25 For Your Old Suite—Long Terms
Our special display of Thanksgiving Dining Room Suites is an opportunity you
have been waiting for. Every piece is reprecented—every kind of suite for every
taste. And every one especially chosen for its beauty and quality, and VALUE.

dition. And long terms on the balance. Thanksgiving is the day when your home
should be the most beautiful—and we are making it so easy for you to own what
ever new furniture you need that it is really unwise to miss this opportunity. Come
in and look over our wonderful display—investigate our trade-in and credit-plans—
and then have your home be what you want it to be at Thanksgiving.

And an exceptional offer—$25 for your old dining room suite, regardless of its con-

RUGS

Norman Kalloch motored to Boston
Wednesday to meet his father. O. G.
Kalloch. who has been vacationing in |
New York city. The duo are ie:urning home today.
Mt. and Mrs. Ashley Young of
Owl's Head spent the weekend at the
home of Mr. and Mr». John Young on
tlieii way to Ncv York to spend the’
winter with their daughter. Mrs
llvangelesta.

Mrs. Frank W. Ames and daughter
who have been spending several
weeks with Mrs. E. II. Clark at Read
ing, Mass., and Mrs. E. H. Cameron
of Pleasant street, have returned to
their home on Matinicus.
Mrs. Katie S Murphy has received
cards announcing the marriage of
Dorothy May Benjamin, formerly of
this city, to Wilder Brafey Harris of
Melrose. Mass. The ceremony took
place in Melrose. Oct. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Choate nnd
daughter Dorothy have returned from
two weeks' visit in Flushing. Long
Island. On their arrival in New York
hy steamer they witnessed the com
ing of the Graf Zeppelin and saw
her circle over the city and harbor.
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Floor Carpeting Special
grade Carpeting reduced from 69c a yard.

Pat

Nine Piece Dining Room Suite

terns for the chamber, kitchen or

living room.

If you need a new

39c

carpet don’t miss this sale. Your

choice of any pattern for...........

We searched the Boston Furniture Exposition for a dining suite that
would be.the best value we have offered for this 1928 Thanksgiv
ing. Here it is. A real walnut suite of graceful design and finished
inside and out in the best possible way. The table
is the new six leg style that extends to six feet The
buffet is 60 inch with plenty of drawer room. The
china closet will take a full dinner set and the five
cide chairs and arm chair are upholstered in tapes
try and very comfortable. You will be delighted
with this suite.
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SIX HEAVY SEAMLESS AXMINSTER
RUGS id the most beautiful patterns you
have seen. We recommend this rug and
guarantee its wear ........ .................................

P AO C
jU

FIVE SEAMLESS AXMINSTER RUGS
fully guaranteed It ia difficult to guaranteo a rug at this price but we have
found that this will stand hard wear and
they are very pretty in design .................

FOUR AXMINSTER RUGS that we
bought because the mill had discontinued
the patterns. Perfect in every way and a
great bargain . ................... ....... ...................
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$139

Drop Leaf Table

Mrs. George Merchant and daugh
ter Edith. Shirley Edwards. Eliza
beth and Earl Haskell. June. Thelma
and William Burns. Margaret Mary
Winslow and Mrs. Mary J. Winslow
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
L. Reynolds in celebrating the birth
day of their two-year-old daughter
Maerice. There were games played,
refreshments and Hallowe'en decora
tions and favors were featured and
little Mary Margaret Winslow danced
the blackbottom.

A S. Rankin, Charles Davis. Elden
Jor.es and Orrin Barrows took a mo
or trip Thursday going through to
Bangor and beyond, down as far as
Blue Hill and back, crossing the ferry I
at Bucksport into Prospect, where
they viewed the fortifications and din
ing in Searsport. In Bangor they
were detained some time with tire
trouble, but spent the time watching
the teachers going to the convention
Camden's chief of fire department. hall, and other sights in the city.
Walter S. Dunbar, in a letter to The
Several memliers of the Mooniight
Courier-Gazette states that tlie town Club were entertained Wednesday
is today to order the new La France evening by Mrs. Rollo Gardiner
engine, lately voted to be bought, de I Marie Brown) at her Camden home,
livery to be had about the first of the surprise of the evening being a
miscellaneous shower for the hostess.
the year—and he adds a word of ap Ghost stories of the spookiest brand
preciation to this paper for its were told, in keeping with the Hal
friendly interest during the drive for lowe'en season, and refreshments
funds with which the engine was were served from a table festive with
purchased. Calling attention to the Hallowe'en decorations. The guests
were Miss Lenore Benner. Miss
arrangement for co-operation lately Norma Packard. Mrs. Ethel Sukeentered into by Camden and Rock forth, Mrs. Tekla Ericks'-n .Mrs
Phyllis Clark and Miss Martha Bur
port, that—
“The owners of summe reottages kett.
in Rockport and Camden be notified
Sixty-three members of the Baraca
by the municipal officers of said
towns that in case of fire they call Class of the Methodist Church met
the departments of both towns if Thursday evening with Rev. and
needed, but they shall call their own Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine at the parson
town's department on the first age with the usual combination of
good times and good works. The
alarm"—
lass is steadily growing in popu
Chief Dunbar raises the question lar: ty and 'in numbers. Mrs. Ivy
■whether a similar arrangement might Cliatto was supper chairman, assist
not with advantage be extended to ed hy 11. I'. Clark, Anna B. Gay, Mar
include Rockland. We should think garet Rackliffe, Vincie Clark and Mr.
Kenderdine. The business session wa;
it likely to prove in many ways de
brightened hy several violin selec
sirable. In particular as such asso tions by Miss Marjorie Hanscom ot
ciation of the three departments Portland, accompanied by Miss Louis
upon a basis of reciprocity would PoliTver. Five new members wen
added Thursday night. The class it
doubtless result in the creation of a
planning a play early in the new year.
spirit of fraternity and common pur
pose highly valuable. to nil of them
WILLEY-CHASE
and therefore to the communities they
Rockland people as well as thosi
serve. Why not get together and
of Camden take much interest it
talk it over?
the announcement of the marri
age of Miss Ruth Chase, daugh
To het upon the prospective result ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
; a political election has always ap- Thacher Chase of Hyannis. Mass.. t<
?ared to us a foolish imperilling of Matthew Kenneth Willey, son of Mr
cod money, without any possible and Mrs. Pearl G. Willey of Camden.
The ceremony was a simple event
•ospect of tlie wager doing a serv solemnized last Saturday at 12 o’clock
e to both sides, which ought to be at Trinity Church, Boston, the cere
le case when money for any rea mony being followed hy a Weddiro
in changes hands.
Indulging a breakfast at the Statier. The bride
was given in marriage hy her fathe1
minlscent vein, we recall that our
and the bride and groom were at
wn one participation in election bet- tended by Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
ng confined itself to the Hayes- Hull of Hyannis
The bride was gowned in larkspur
llden campaign, so long ago that
le statute of limitation protects u- blue velvet with hat to match, tie
bouquet was of sweetheart roses
om any perils of confession The matron of honor wore a gown of
olonel Hurley, we remember, was the autumnal shades with hat to
le loser, so graceful and smiling in match and carried yellow orchids.
Mr. Willey attended Hebron Acade
Is loss that he imparted a lesson in
lortsmanship which we never have my, Bowdoin College and the Bentley
School of Finance. At the two formei
«t sight of. But despite our own institutions he figured prominently in
union we view with a certain re athletics, and at Bowdoin was a mem
>ect the opinions of other men ber of the Alpha Delta Ptii fraternity.
ho make it a business to register He is now engaged in tlie automobile
business at Hyannis. The new home
azards on an election's outcome, will lie established at Hyannis Park,
heir ears are to the ground, their into which the happy couple will be
>urces of information are to them- followed hy the felicitations of many
■lves satisfying. They do not ven friends and relatives in Camden and
ire real cash with their eyes closed Rockland.
fhen the betting sharps in New
Gf 47.7GO pupils enrolled in eve
ork are offering odds of four to ning elementary schools of New York
le and three to one on Hoover one City during,tlue school year 1926-27
imes to regard the figures as even about SO percent, of 38.149. were of
European birth. In all. 28 nation
ore significant than those of straw alities or racial groups were repre
sented. exclusive • of the l'nited
States, which contributed only 5.438
fith 515 men on the payrolls at pupils. More than half of the pupils,
Bath Iron Works it is not sur 19.220. were horn in Central Europe
fing that gloom has been chased Germany headed the list with 9,330
pupils, Russia was . next with 0,040.
n the “Shipyard City." Now if Italy sent 5,889, and 5,385 were from
fast only gets its shoe fuctory! Poland.

1000 square yards of good

Here is a real bargain:

Four BEAUTIFUL AXMINHi ER SEAMLESS RUGS. Extra heavy genuine wool
in wonderful patterns. A rug that will
wear for years ................. .... .............. ...........

What better gift could you
giYe than this genuine ma
hogany gateleg table, with
beautifully turned legs?
Large,
carefully
built,
Grand Rapids make, in fact

$20
Tea Wagon

66 Piece Dinner Set

Only in this store can you
get such a value as this ex

quisitely designed and dec

orated tea wagon fcr only

Nine Piece Dining Room Suite

$24.95

It is seldom that you will find a dining suite of such beauty as this. It would sell for
$400 in the large cities. We purchased it for a v/indow display and now offer it
at this low price. There is a dining table, china closet, huf-1
fet and six chairs. A complete beautiful outfit that will be
Jlk
XC
a lifetime pleasure. We offer the suite for..................... .......

Sometimes we pick up a trade that is truly
startling. A pottery recently offered us
the biggest bargain we ever had in a
handsome 66-piece dinner set. Several
patterns cf the new English decorations.
Real gold trimmings. We can sell you
your choice of any set for............................

$17.95
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Two Piece Living Room Suite
The exquisite lines of this fine suite speak for them
selves. Choice of patterns and colorings in mo
hair coverings. Famous Kroehler Spring construc
tion, with Kroehler quality throughout In fine fur
niture we haven’t had so good a value for a long
time.

$

189

Four Piece Bedroom Suite

NO

This is the kind of bedroom suite you’ve dreamed

INTEREST

cf. So graceful that its masaivfeconstruction is not
noticeable; conservatively yet modemly designed.
Four striking pieces—bed, dresser, Vanity and chest,
in walnut

Simmons
Day-Bed

Simmons Bed

Spinet Desk
A faithful replica of the graceful
lines of the famous old spinet.

Genuine mahogany veneer finish,
sturdily and well built.

$25.00

The latest model in famous Sim

Group of Four Dining Chairs

mons Metal Bede. Gracefully de

We offer several assortments of fine dining chairs
at bargain prices. Some are
with leather seats, others with
tapestry. Worth many times
more than this advertised
price.

signed, durably built, with cane

panels and turned fillers.

And

at an exceptionally low price.

$9.75

19.75

Burpee Furniture
ROCKLAND

The handiest thing about the
house, when visitors come, is a
daybed. This Simmons Daybed
is of metal, with cane panels;
soft, comfortable mattress and
in a variety of attractive cover
ings.

•ri’
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Now is tho Timo
to Put

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

COMliMG NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Oct. 31—American Legion Halloween dance
in Temple hall.
Oct. 31—Harvest Home at Appleton.
Nov. ", Reading at Rockport ..VI. B. Church
by Mis. William D Talbot.
Nov. 5—(Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
Nov. 6—Presidential elect,"n
Nov. 6—Forty Club's .McMillan meeting at
the Thorndike Hotel.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11-17—Education Week.
Nov. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Nov. 21—Universalist Fair.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29—Baseball dance in Temple hall.

»-•*

CHURCHES

COATS

A large a’iaortment of Miitas' and Women's Coats in colors of Dark

Tan, Blue and Black all with fur collars and cuffs

IA' In Gray and Tan Mixture, with fur collars

George Thurston has entered the
employ of Harold Robbins, electrical
contractor.

Pirces $15.00 to $21.75

ii

Odd garments priced as' low as

Thomas J. Egan and Beatrice John
son, both of Rockland, have filed mar
riage intentions.

$5.00

n«

In naming the ground floor stores
In Spofford block Snooks' Sweet
Shop was accidentally omitted. The
Courier-Gazette's report that an op
tion had been given on this block has
since been the talk of the street.

*\

Leatherette Raincoats

The Eagles' clubhouse on Elm
street has heen painted, and Is a fine
example of what colors will do in the
way of transformation.

IN ORDER

In Blue, Brown, Green, Red, Black. Sizes 14 to 4S

Priced at $4.65
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

- Fuller-Cobb-Davis
BASEMENT

Football this afternoon at Commu
nity Park—Rockland Higli vs Cony
High. Everybody will want to see
"Bill" Macomber and his Augusta
lads, and of course the home crowd
will want to encourage the home
team which has been making a gal
lant stand even if it has not had an
excess of victories.

LEADERS ARE NEEDED
Final preparations are being made '
for the opening of the Blue Moon Tea
Room at 3ir Main street by Mrs. Girl Scouts In Rockland Make Appeal
For Captains of Several Troops.
Grace Kellar. The decorations are
very attractive and many conven
The recent meeting of "the Girl
iences are provided. The opening is
set for Hallowe’en night.
Scout Council has revealed the lack
Members of King Hiram’s Council
of .volunteer leaders for the existing
are looking forward to next Friday
When he spoke before the Rotary troops and for further organization
night's meeting when D. Saunders
Patterson, grand principal conductor Club last week Frank E. Poland, tell of new troops. Three troops are now
of the work, makes his official visit. ing the story of boys camps, said that without captains, or even lieutenants
A good class of candidates is in the he regarded the Boy Scout movement to -carry on in the absence of the cap
offing—King
Solomon’s
Temple as the greatest thing for youth that
tains, and in many cases these scouts
Chapter will be inspected on the
the world hashenown. At yesterday's have sought association with those
night of Nov. 15.
luncheon John W. Thompson, scout who have leaders in order that they
The young people of the local First executive reviewed the past year of may not altogether lose the advantages
Baptist Church attending the State Scout work in this vicinity, noicu the of scouting. Many in groups of twos
Christian Endeavor convention in
and threes go on hikes to get what
Bangor this week are Gwendolyn progress it is making, and outlined little they can alone without that es
MacDonald. Faith Ulmer. Violet something of its expected g-owth. In sential adult leader’s guidance.
Martin. Lorna Post. Raymond Pendle particular he dealt with the construc
Scouting isx leisure time learning
ton. Kenneth Hooper and Robert tion of the camp on Lake Megunti- and leisure time needs supervision as
Sadler, chaperoned by Rev. J. Charles cook, the site for which was provided much as school time. Scouting is
MacDonald and Mrs. William Rich through the help of Rotarian Ralph learning by doing in the fascinating
ardson.
H. Hayden of the Camden Club. A way of learning through an attractive
camp building 22x12 with two 10 foot healthful program of supervised
The speed with which the local porches this summer cared for 42 activity. The hand book is the medi
police and the sheriff's department scouts, and these quarters are to be um of the course to take, but the
are working bodes ill for evil doers. enlaged. He hoped ultimately to leader must further advise, in order
In one and one half hours after a
provide for winter camping under that a Girl Scout can realize on its
robbery had been committed on a proper conditions, and his ambitions greater benefit of creating resource
brat Thursday, the officers had in looked to see developed here a great fulness,
iniative
and
character.
custody the thieves, the man who re scout activity, which through the fos
Girls need this as much as boys.
ceived the stolen goods, nnd the tering aid of the council of Rotary
Where are the leaders? There are
plunder Itself. "Sherley". and “Clar clube in this city,Camden. Belfast and volunteers for the big job of leading
ence" were certainly on the job.
Damariscotta should cover Knox the girls as there are always volun
County and extend itself into the teers for anything done in Rackland,
Charles A. Morton who has heen counties of Waldo and Lincoln. The particularly when the call comes
employed the past 10 years hy J. speaker was warmly applauded and a from the youth.
Kersley Mitchell of Philadelphia and special oration was given Rotarian
This appeal for leadership is made
Ielesboro has re-entered the employ Hayden for his part in connection because when the facts are known
of the W. H. Glover Co., as super with the scout camp. Visiting Ro- there will be leaders to be had. Scout
intendent of carpenters and masons. tarians were Ralph H. Hayden. C. W. ing experience is not necessary. Vol
Mr. Morton was with the Glover Babb. Kendall'Hopkins. Charles C. unteers are rarely called for their
Company about 25 years, so that it Wood. Elmer Joyce. W. H. Brodhead skill,.but for tiigir adaptability to fit
Is like getting hack home.
His and Arthur Dougherty of Camden into the gears of service in whatever
friends are much pleased to have hjm Frank E. Pulapd, Washington. Thomas is attempted, in making this appeal
relocate in Rockland.
H. Arden, Jr., Hyannis, Mass.. George the authorities believe that there are
S. Green, Portland. William C. Bird women who would like to lead a troop
The local Chapter American Bed of New York (w as a guest.
of Girl Scouts, who are able to hike
Cross thanks all persons and organ
occasionally with their group and to
izations for contributions to the
There will he a rummage sale at attend a meeting with them once a
Florida-Port-Rlco Relief Fund.
A the Congregational Vestry, Friday. week and supervise the activities,
letter of appreciation has been re Nov. 2 at 9 o’clock—adv.
which are set forth in the Girl Scout
It
vived from national headquarters,
Manual, or planned as an objective by
stating its pleasure at noting howMrs. Ruth Bryan Owen, daughter of the body. The Council is always
much Knox County exceeded its the late William Jennings Bryan, and ready to advise with and help the
quota. The Red Cross stards ready candidate for Congress from the leaders to do a good job. If you be
at all times to serve this community Fourth Florida distriot, pledged her lieve you are one who could do some
to the best of its ability, Call on it. "wholeheartefl support to my party” of this fine work communicate with
in a radio address. “I am a Demo Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood before the next
CARD OF THANKS
meeting which is to be held on the
We wish to express our thanks for the many crat both by heredity and convic
kindnesses and courtesies extended during the tion," she said, “with appreciation for 29th of October.
illness and bereavement of our home.
the honors which tlie party gave my
.lames Robinson and family.
A prayer "for the success of Her
father In years past."
Warren. Oct. 26.
bert Hoover, that he may be elected
President of the United States." was
conducted at special services by the
New York State Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union, in annual conven
OPENING OF THE NEW TEA ROOM
tion at Saratoga Springs. Ralph O.
Brewster, Governor of Maine, de
clared: "No greater service can he
rendered the progress of prohibition
than to keep the nose of its critic to
the grindstone of the issue upon
which he chose to run."

“The BLUE MOON”

We are inseparably linked with
the ages past, not so much by
reason of our inheritance of their
scientific investigations, or their
philosophies, as bouad to them
by the ties of religion Leave out
of history the rise and fall of
kings and empires and the pomp
of their royal courts and the fact
remains that a strange and small
people has left an impress upon
our present day civilization great
er than any other factor. So long
as there remains a single man
upon this planet the impact from
their days will be felt.
It seems odd that from the
deserts of Palestine there could
have been developed a religion
which would endure to the end of
time.
Israel
produced
great
characters — Abraham, Moses,
David, Isaiah, Christ.
Israel’s
belief in one everlasting and
righteous God has been said to be
the greatest idea that ever ap
peared in human history. There
followed, as a matter of logic,
their idea of morality, and again
its codification into law. We
hear much today of sciences and
philosophy in terms which would
indicate that this is an age that
can do without God.
Friends, we cannot swing away
from God without moral bank
ruptcy. and the elimination of
law.
Let us remember "Only
the fool has said in his heart,
there is no God."
W. A. H.

Nantles. Chimneys and Wicks

that have a real appeal.

Get ready now for the long winter
evenings when you will need the
pure wnite light oi the Aladdin for
your indoor work or pleasures.

SUITS
$25.00 to $40J

G. A. TARR
234 Main Street
Tel. 614-M

Rockland
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Epworth League will discuss "Par
ties and Personalities’’ under the
leadership of Florence LeGage at 6
p. m. At the evening service some
of the young people of the Sunday
School will present a Biblical drama
entitled "The Proving of Abraham."
At the last Sunday evening service
of each month a drama will be pre
sented, a series of which this is the
first. There will be music by the
choir and a song service at 7.16. At
the Tuesday evening service for
prayer and Bible study the last of
the studies in "The Teachings of
Jesus”, will be presented by the pas
tor, subject, "The Character of
Jesus.”

OVERCOATS $30 to $55
We also offer
A few Men’s Ulsters, small sizes, 35 to 38, at $5.00 each
A small lot of Boys’ Overcoats, at $3.00

And a number of Men’s Overcoats, at $10.00

Not right up to date in style, but warm serviceable Coats

BORN
Bl'RKETT— At Camden. Oct. 22. to Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Burkett, a son. [Corrected ]
ROBBINS’—At Community Hospital. Camden.
Oct. 22. to Mr and .Mrs. Harold A. Robbins,
a son, Allen Wilson.

Also a few Young Men’s Suits in sizes 34, 35 and 36, at $10.00

Nrw ENGLANDifctOTHJNO/’HOUSE

r—

Dorothy May Benjamin, formerly of Rock

land.
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o’clock. Sub
DIED
ject of lesson sermon, "Probation PARKER—At Waldoboro. Oet. 22. Mrs. Dora
Parker.
Interment
at North Nobleboro.
After Death." Sunday school at 11.45.
The reading room is located at 40Q KALER- At Boston, Oct. —, Eugene Kaler,
formerly of Rockland. Services at Achorn
Main street, over Danie)&’ jewelry
cemetery Saturday following arrival of
store, and is open each week day from
afternoon train.
2 to 5 o’clock.

»***

Universalist services tomorrow will
include preaching at 10.30 hy Rev. C.
D. Crane, subject "Abounding in
Hope." The choir will sing the an
them. “Clap Your Hands Together,"
Turner and “Hide Thou Me," Hyatt.
The Church School will meet at 12;
Junior Union at 3 p. m., leader, Dor
othy Dimick and senior union at 6.
leaders Almon Cooper and William
Ripley.

Mrs. Charles Emery entertained
Tuesday at her home on Pacific
street, with Mrs. Clara Rollins of
Kennebunkport as guest of honor.
Among those present was Mrs. Lil
lian B. Mortland who was a girl
hood friend of Mrs. Rollins. The
two had not met for many years.

••••

■ Our Refuge” will be the
subject at the First Baptist Church
tomorrow morning, Mrs. MacDonald
speaking in place of Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald who is in attendance at
the State Christian Endeavor meet
ing at Bangor. Mrs. MacDonald will
also deliver the evening address, sub
ject "A Pertinent Question." The
regular schedule of service through
out the day will be maintained.
***•
Pastor Stuart speaks at Little
field Memorial Church Sunday morn
ing at 10.30 front the subject, “Things
Wrought by Prayer.” Miss Sybil
Jones will sing. Bible school will
meet at the close of morning service
and B.Y.P.U. at 6 o’clock when Miss
Jones will lead. The evening service
at 7.15 will be opened by song serv
ice and the special music numbers
will Include a piano duet by Mrs.
Evelyn Hart and Mrs. Lillian Lord.
Mr. Stuart will speak from the topic
“God In a Bush.”
* • • •
The message of the morning serv
ice at Pratt Memorial Church is an
1 answer to the question "How May I
t Know There .Is a God?" Sunday
School will convene at 12 noon. The

SPECIAL DINNER MENU
g
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ATTENTION!

Car Owners!!

FLAT OR FIXTURE RATES
Present Rate
Neyv Rate
For each family or service ................ $10.00 per year $12.00 per year
For first water closet .........................
5.00 per year
5.00 per year
Each additional water closet ........... 3.00 per year
3.00 per year
First bath tub.........................................
5.00 per year
5.00 per year
Each additional bath tub .................. 2.00 per year
2.00 per year
Private Stables and garages—each
animal or automobile..................... 3.00 per year
3.00 per year
Hand hose ........................................
5.00 per year
5.00 per year
Lawn Sprinkler................................... ] 0.00 per year
10.00 per year
/

METER BATES FOR ANNUAL CONSUMERS
PRESENT RATE

NEW RATE

First 2000 cu. ft. per month 30c per I 00 cu. ft. ’

c/ffajediic
gets them all

1.0c per 100 cu. ft.

Minimum rate $4.00 per quarter for

meters.

Minimum rate $5.00 per quarter for

meters.

Minimum rate $50.00 per quarter for 2’’ meters.

For all services rendered by meters, the following
quarterly ready-to-serVe charge shall be made:
For a %-inch meter............................................... $ 2.00
For a %-inch meter............................................... 3.00
For a I-inch meter..................................... ............ 5.00
For a I J/2-inch meter.............. ............................. 10.00
For a 2-inch meter
......... ................................. 18.00
For a 3-inch meter
........................................... 40.00
For a 4-inch meter
.......... ..................
70.00
For a 6-inch meter
............................................ 150.00
•

•

•■■■, •"
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Body and Fenders and Refinish itt in First Class

It’s MARVELOUS
The Clarity of Tone

Shape.

Very Moderate Prices for Strictly High Grade Work.

(less tubes)

SEE IT! HEAR IT!
Then you’ll know
Modd

The Beauty
The Unfailing Accuracy
of the Wonder Set

'
C
Come and Get Acquainted

Complete $1/CT50

Rockland Body and
Fender Shop*

(less tubes)

IO

I—

7 TUBES

Tel. 466-M

MOUbE-bHEKiviAlN, inc.

.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

.......................

...J. IJ;

SERVICE FOR FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE HYDRANTS FOR PRIVATE AND MUNICIPAL USES

$1'2'750 Complete

c

'1

In addition thereto for all water drawn there shall
be charged:
First 2,000 cu. ft. per month
30c per 100 cu. ft.
Next 8,000 cu. ft. per month
20c per 100 cu. ft.
Next 190,000 cu. ft. per month 10c per 100 cu. ft.
All in excess of the first 200.000 cu. ft. per
month>
^/zc per 100 cu. ft.

PERFECTLY

Bring it to us, we will Remove All Dents from the

129*130

All in excess of the first 10,000 cu. ft per month,

Minimum Rate $25.00 per quarter for I •/S” meters.

ANYTHING
YOU WANT

People judge your car largely by appearance

Horace B: Lamb attends the Har
vard- Dartmouth game in Cambridge
today, tickets having been obtained
for him by "Bob” Walsh, third base
man of lost season's Rockland base
ball team, who is a Dartmouth stu
dent.
Mrs. Lamb is visiting her
former home in Brighton, Mass

The New Water Rates

Minimum rate $1 5.00 per quarter for I ’’ meters.

RADIO
»A * 1 i*

Tho Parent Teacher Association
will tender a reception to the now
members Monday evening at the High
School gymnasium at 8 o’clock. The
public is cordially invited to attend
and become more acquainted with the
work the association is outlining for
the winter.

The Camden & Rockland Water Company publishes for the information of its customers the essential fea
tures of the new schedule of rates. These rates were filed with the Public Utilities Commission October 20, to
become effective January 1, 1929, More detailed information may be had at the office of the Company regard
4L ■ v
ing the application of these rates to seasonal consumers and other special cases.
sermon

ALL ELECTRIC

at 6.00 o’clock

Rockland

....

fitting and dependable make that we have sold for so many years and at prices

Next 8000 cu. ft. per month, 20c per 100 cu. ft.

HALLOWEEN NIGHT, OCT. 31

655 Main Street

We are now showing these in the newest fabrics and models of the same well

Jl&ulduL

MARRIED
At the Congregational Church to WILLEY-CHASE—At Hyannis. Mass O-t. 21,
•Matthew
Kenneth
Willey of Camden and
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
Miss Ruth Chasj of Hyannis.
preach on the subject ‘“Finding the
—At Waltham, Masa.. Oet.
Unexpected in People." The Church EVERETT-NELSOX
-U. by Rev. Johu E. Nelson. Ur Raymond C.
School will convene at the noon hour.
Everett and Miss Constance .1. Nelson, both
of Waltham.
The Fellowship League will meet in
IIARRIS-BENJAMIN—At Melrose, Mass.. Oet.
the vestry at 6 o’clock.
20. Wilder B. Harris of Melrose, Mass, and
* * * *

at 31 I Main Street

N’- 1

OME in and get ■ folder en
titled, “How to Put Your
Aladdin in Order.” It will
tell you how to make your Aladdin
give better service than ever. It’s
yours FREE. Wo also carry a full
line cf

C

SERMONETTE
The Lord He Is God, There Is
None Else.

TRAVEL COATS

Men’s and Boys’
SUITS and OVERCOATS

Your Aladdin

BASEMENT GARMENT SECTION

71

Hydrants for fire purposes only,

each .......................................

Present Rate
$35.00 per year

New Rate
$75.00 per year

Hydrants for fire purposes only,

Camden .............................................. 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

Hydrants for fire purposes only,

Thomaston ........................................ 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

Hydrants for fire purposes only,

Rockport ........................................... 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

Hydrants for fire purposes only,

Rockland ........................................... 35.00 per year

75.00 per year

CONNECTIONS FOR SPRINKLER SERVICE

Present Rate
2" connection............................ $ 40.00 per year
3” connection............................ 60.00 per year
4” connection............................ 80.00 per year
5 connection............................ 100.00 per year
6" connection............................ I 20.00 per year

New Rate
Same as

at present
129-131
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NORTH HAVEN

THREE VICE CONSULS

Teople about town are putting in
-----winter coal at 915 per ton. Hard [e ProhonS Have Filled Portwood delivered sells tor 91,.
.
, Afl.
».
-tl
in
Havens inn is closed and the!
land Unices More Ihan/U
New
Crocketts with guests are comfort
Years.
ably located at Xebo Lodge for the
When it was Mince Pie time
winter.
Three generations of l.e Prohons
grandmother betook herself to
England
Governor-elect
William
Tudor , have now represented the French govGardiner was recently a guest of Mr. | vrnment in the vice consular post in
the kitchen, and mixing to
and Mrs. P. R. Stone.
Portland—a fact which carries local
gether fruits and spices, suet and
Professor Roger Danforth of the interest because a Rockland woman.
High School staff with his wife and Mrs. William P. Walsh of Summer
good fresh meat, adding to it all
two young sons occupy Mrs. Poole's street, is a daughter of I)r. Le Prohon,
a dash of cider—she made after
residence for the winter.
first of the family to occupy that im
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Gould and Mr. portant liertli Dr. Le Prohon was
days of work and cooking a wonderful mince meat
and Mrs. J. JC. Ames were recently vice consul 36 years, ills son. who died
guests of the W. L. Ames family.
a few days ago succeeded him for 42
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thayer and years, and now the office is occupied
infant son have returned from Rock by the latter'p son. whose temporary
land.
appointment will doubtless be con
The new heating plant for the doc firmed.
It is only necessary to phone your grocer and order
tor's residence was landed at the
Friend's New England Mince Meat—<nade of the
The Portland Evening News pub
wharf and will be installed by the lishes portraits of the three consuls,
finest ingredients with plenty of meat and suet, in a
local engineer Parker R. Stone.
Friend’s
kclean modern plant. Comes ready to use. Rich and
nd has tills to say about them:
M. R. Morrison and his sons Nor
l delicious.
' The French Vice Consular post in .
Beans”
man and Willard are on a short trip ‘ortland Is believed to have been ex
to Hinckley where they will visit ceeded nowhere in its record of hiivsons Harold and Foster and later all
been held for three generations
will go to Ellsworth for a day with y sons of or.e family, ti e appoint
At your grocer or send
little Greta.
ment to the office of the third genera
Emery Wooster is doing extensive tion of the Le Prohon family having
30c for full sized can
pruning on the summer place occu been made, pro tern, early this week,
postpaid if he cannot
pied by the N. P. Hallowell family.
hen Ernest P. Le Prohon. former
supply
you.
Older resident will be interested to
ewiston pharmacist, was named to
Mary Astor and the delightful bathroom inspired by this lovely First National star
know that Mr. and Mrs. Winslow fill the office left vacant by the death
FRIEND BROTHERS
Thomas, now of Pasadena, Calif., f his father. Ernest De I!. Le Prohon.
JJEW ENGLAND
are celebrating their golden wedding
fortnight ago.
MELROSE STATION,
Oca. 27. A brother Addison Thomas
' The first member of the family to
and sister Mrs. George Hobart also serve In the local Consular service
BOSTON, MASS.
of California will be among the for France was Dr. Edward De B.
guests.
Prohon. appointed under Napoleon
Francis Raymond and family are Ill., in the year 1853. Dr. Le Prohon
returning this week to New York died in 1SS6. to be succeeded by his
where he has employment.
SOUTH WARREN
son. Ernest De B. Le Prohon. who held
Mrs. M. B. Smith is leaving soon
M. P. Orne, chief engineer of the j
ffice until his death late in Sep
for another winter in Rockland with tember.
yacht The Dream is at home.
her sister, Mrs. Mary Brown. Mrs.
Alvah Simmons of Warren lias in
Ernest P. l.e Prohon. the newlyFrye is also returning to Camden.
appointed French Vice Consul, is a stalled a Lynn range oil burner for
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Lermond are former Portland lioy. who spent some George Lermond.
planning another winter in Florida. 3 years in Lewiston, where for 20
you get that sound and hon
Mr. and Mrs. G. 15. Pounce were
Dr. and Mrs. Franz Leyonberg of ears he was employed by W. H. guests fora few days last week of Mr.
est Quality which Wood &
OATIN-SMOOTH SKIN-its
Liberty arrived in town Tuesday.
'eague. Lewiston druggist, and later, and Mrs. Oliver Counce in Madison.
Fred F. Maxey of Thomaston is up to the time of his appointment this
Bishop Co. has built into all
Ten
members
of
Good
\\
111
Grange
smooth
skin
—
‘
studio
skin
’
—
is
one
of
lovely youthful freshness touches
boarding with Neal Burgess.
week, in Alden's Drug store at Lisbon attended Pomona in Cushing Satur
its
products for 60 years.—
the
most
important
assets
a
screen
star
the heart! What a thrill grips the
F. C. Marden Is on the It. D. route nd Main streets. Lewiston. The new day and as usual had a very enjoy has. Like every girl and even more than
while regular earlier Earl Marden Consul has been twice married, and able session with an added pleasure
The
Quality that makes
audience when the close-up reveals
has his vacation.
is the father of three children.
•jf listening to State Lecturer Allison
most girls I have to guard my skin. I
for
long
life, for Economy,
Hubert Grant lias a late model
the exquisite perfection of the screen
Howes.
i
always use Lux Toilet Soap—it’s lovely.J»
and
for
genuine
and lasting
Ford sedan.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
Copeland
of'
HOPE
star’s skin.
Mrs. Gertrude Grant and Garnet
Thomaston were in this place Sunday.
Satisfaction.
Mrs.
Adella
Goding's
condition
is
Thornton left Thursday morning for
Mrs. Mabel Jordan was a recent
Knowing this, motion picture di
a month with their parents. Mr. and much improved following an ill turn guest of relatives in Rockland.
of
a
few
weeks
ago.
rectors make flawless “studio skin”
Mrs. Thornton in Juda. Wisconsin.
Mrs. Alice Jordan of Brunswick
Mr. and Mrs! Wlallace Robbins
Mrs. Eva Hopkins and son Law
visited Mrs. Charles Woodcock lust
a first essential, for the screen star
rence are on a trip to the White spent Sunday in Spruce Head.
Mrs. Rose Wilder and Miss Fiances week.
Mountains.
must constantly face the glaring
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page and Mr.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Leadbetter are True closed their cottage and re and Mrs. O. E. Counce were at Ocean ,
close-up lights.
turned to Lowell, Mass, last week.
home from a short vacation trip.
Point
Sunday.
Frank Churchill of Rockport is
George Young is painting the
Nine out of ten screen stars use Lux
Howard, little three year old;
working for Tileston Noyes.
house occupied by Charles Knight.
VEA2IE HARDWARE CO, ROCKLAND
Toilet Soap. There are in Hollywood 433
The Farm Bureau meeting of last son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey
Miss Isa Beverage is in Melrose,
was
taken
suddenly
til
Wednesday
A, T. NORWOOD, WARREN
week with the talk on “Christmas
important actresses, including all stars.
Mass., visiting Mrs. H. L. Thomas.
Suggestions’’ proved an interesting morning. Dr. Brown of Rockland
Miss
Winona
Whitmore
is
attend

417 of these use this fragrant, white soap.
was called and the little fellow is ap
session.
ing school in Bangor.
jiu who pulls
A pessimist is a
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
parently all right.
All the great film studios have made
Miss
Elizabeth
Bartlett
is
the
guest
Eastern Standard Time
Mrs. James McDonald has returned
ken grumbles
Edward Spear is clerking in Thom- ' down the shades an
of
her
brother.
Dr.
F.
O.
Bartlett
in
Trains Leave Rockland poy
it the official soap in their dressing rooms.
luth Herald.
home from a motor trip to Nova
about its being dark.aston
for
Willis
Spear
while
he
is
on
Augusta, tS.00a.m.,t2.2Op.m., {2.40p.m., t5.5Qp.ra.
<<
Scotia where she visited relatives®’ Rockland.
vacation.
Bangor, fS.OO a. m., |5.50 p. in.
A. J. Noyes of Belfast visited rela
Saturday evening at the church
Boston, tS.OO a. m., f2.20 p. m., {2.40 p. m.,
KLAND
Good
Will
Grange
lield
its
21st
an.
VINALHAVEN
&
R
t5.50 p. m.
under the auspices of the Boy Scouts, tives here Sunday.
nual
fair
Oct.
17.,
An
unusually
mild
STEAMBOAT^
0.
Bruns.vick, |8.00 a. m., t2.20 p. m., {2.40 p. m.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Gould
and
Mrs.
Dr. Dieffenbacher will give more in
MARIE PREVOST is con
fall day brought out a record break- ( Vinalhtv**, Ncrth Haven, Stoat a flea ear to.50 p. m.
Addie
Bills
of
Camden
were
at
the
structions on first aid.
Lewiston, fS.OO a. m., t2.20 p. m., {2.40 p. m.
sidered one of the most
Swan's Islaetf
ing crowd and the small working force
New York, f2.2O p. m., §2.40 p. m.
FALL ARRANGEMENT
Oscar Waterman Wedni sday cut Mils home Suday and. called on >f this Grange was taxed to the ut
alluring stars in Hollywood.
Portland, fS.OO a. m., |2.20 p. m., {2.40 p. m.,
(Subject
to
Clime
Wltttffet
Notice)
friends
in
town.
his hand quite badly.
t >.50 p. m.
most
'
i
attend
to
the
various
details.
“To find a soap as delight
IN EFFECT OCT.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy of
Waterville, |8.00 a. m., |2.20 p. m., {2.40 p. m.,
La
Forest
Quinn
who
has
been
em

DAILY. SUNDAY CTCEPTEO
Sudd
'ti
illness
kept
hi
me
several
ful as the choice soaps you
Liberty
have
rented
the
Albion
Allen
15
.50 p. m.
VINALHAVEN UNE
ployed on the James cottage was
loyal workers and their absence was
{ Sunday only.
get in Paris, is a joy. Lux
Steamer leaves Vlnalhavefflh 8 A. M.. ar t Daily, except Sunday.
called hofne to Rockland by the Ill lome for the winter.
Toilet Soap gives my skin
Mrs. John Paige and son of Bar keenly felt. Tile Grange feels very riving at Rockland Ht 9.30 A. M., returning
ness of his wife.
ratefu!
to
the
friends
and
neighbors
leaves Rockland at 2 I’. M.,'due to arrive at
such satiny smoothness,”
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Hus*' visited larbbr and Medford Hillside. Mass., wiio gave so generously to the vari Vinalhaven about 3.30.
vere recent guests of her cousins,
says this Pathe' star,
Rockland Wednesday.
j
ous tables and so freely of their time STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LIN!
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Norman Powers of Deer Isle was Mrs. T. B. Noyes and family.
Steadier leaves Swan’s Island dally except
and labor. I.eslie Copeland guessed
The
entertainment
by
the
school
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30.
in town Thursday.
RUTH TAYLOR, the famous little
children in True's hall Tuesday eve the nearest to the number of beans in North Haven at 7.30; due af 'Rockland about
PLUMBING. HEATING
A. M.
blonde who stars with Paramount,
ning was not only enjoyable hut a the bottle and is now the possessor of 8 40
Return— Leaves Rockland--at 1.30 F. M.,
Telephone 244-W
TVT/NE out of ten screen stars
VINALHAVEN
says ..." I guard my skin as my most
redit to the teachers and pupils of the braided rug. while William' T. North Haven at 2 30. Stonington at 3.40 : due
106 Pleaeant Street
Rockland
MIse Edith Nickerson and Miss the Payson and Corner schools. The Smith. Jr., is the proud possessor of to arrive at Swan’s Island aWEQt 5.00 I*. M.
’ use it for satin-smooth skin
priceless possession and know that
B. « STINSON,
Nina Ames are home for a few days exhibitions are given occasionally the blue ribbon rooster. The evening
Lux Toilet Soap treats it gently.”
General Agent.
from Rockland where they are busi and a good idea of the school work is was given over to dancing with music
ness college students.
onveyed to the parents and friends by Clark’s orchestra.
Mrs. Frank Mullen will entertain who for various reasons do not visit
the Washington Club Saturday ever ihe school rooms as often as they
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ning.
would like to. The proceeds are
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Buker and Mr.
Miss Gwendolyn Green attended added to the school fund for the use
teachers convention at Bangor.
of such articles as are desired. Spe and Mrs. Arthur Patridge of Rich
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boman and cial mention is made of the attrac mond were callers at George A.
with their president Mrs. L. N. \lr. and Mrs. A. F. Barnes, Mrs. Mary’
APPLETON RIDGE
Moody
Wednesday evening anc <ess. Mrs. Hazle Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster enter tive poster which shows a real Hal Palmer'# recently.
Fred Genthner was home from
1*. I). Perry was in Bangor Wednes tacked a comforter.
H. C. Stanley, Mrs. Ethel Moody, tained at supper Monday evening at loween art.
Nobleboro for the weekend.
Among those from this town in at tobert, Norman and Marie Perry, the Red Lion, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
day to attend the session of the
Mrs. Serena Winehenbach and Mrs.
tendance at the Masonic installation ’hrystal L. Stanley and Ruth B. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. FiI.O.O.F. Grand Lodge.
NORTH W ASHINGTON
from Boston Sunday.
field, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn
A few of tiie Willing Workers met at Searsmont Saturday evening were Moody.
Mrs. Maurice Lenfcst and Mijse.
Mrs. Daniel Geroux and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams of
The various committees are doing
Marian Bornenian of Wakefield, returned to their home in Waterville
.heir soliciting for the annual Har Rockport were in town this week, Mass., were guests
of Mrs. M. W. Saturday.
leaving Thursday for Bangor to at
dest Home.
l¥ew regular One Way and Round Trip fares
Lenfest last week.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace entertained
Arthur Sprowl and family have tend teachers' convention.
M. AV. Lenfest. George Lenfest. Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs.
, _. . now in efftet. . .
The oldest club in town, known as
moved to the village over Brown &
Maurice Lenfest, W. A. Palmer and
S prowl’s store and E. L Hodgman and the Apron Club, met at Bridgeside F. W. Cunningham returned Sunday Arthur Skewes. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
BONTO V
Ansill. Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rogers.
amily have moved onto the Sprowl Tuesday afternoon and enjoyed
j
One fTay Round Trip
banquet whose menu included fruit from a week's hunting trip at Island Mrs. Richard Howarth and Miss
farm.
Falls, all got a small deer except the Frances Bracey of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Conant of War- cocktail, lobster stew, tomato salad
last
two
named,
who
were
out
of
luck.
Mrs. G. T. Palmer was in South
.»>n were Saturday night guests of roast chickien, potatoeq. onions,
From ROCKLAND
$4.50 $8.50
Deer are not so plenty as usual in that Bristol Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whitney. Sun- squash, turnip, baked sweet pota
locality.
Mrs. R. T. Winehenbach has re
creamed
cauliflower. Jelly
8.25 15.35
1 iy they all motored to Warren. Rock- toes.
”
BAR
HARBOR
Miss Doris Lenfest has gone to lumed home from Thomaston.
: ind and to Camden where they were pickles, cream cheese, chocolate and
JVakefleld.
Mass.,
where
she
*ha
14.35
Mrs. Albert Genthner and Mrs.
7.75
” BLUE HILL
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hansen, white cake, sherbet and home-made
position.
Reginald Monaghan and two children
other guests at the Hansen home were candy, fruit and salted nuts were
Correspondingly
low
fares
from
other
landings
Donald
Cunningham
was
home
for
a
visited Mr. and Mrs. Milton Creamer
Miss Susie Hanson of Belfast Mrs. served in the afternoon. The mem
few days last week, returning to his Friday at the village.
Comfortable statcroomp euiteble for two pereone. each way $2.50 and up
Rena Young. Lincolnville and Mr. and bers of this club are: President Mrs.
Minnie Smith, treasurer Mrs. Lettie work at Wakefield, Mass., Monday.
Mrs. George Ryder.
These new reduced fares will enable you to take a
George Lenfest went
Somerville,
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Kinney are in Moore. Mrs. Eugene Smith. Mrs. Ma
Mass.. Tuesday where he has a po
delightful vacation or week-end trip at low cost
Chiropractor
rietta
Winslow,
Mrs.
Aura
Roberts,
Sedgwick for a few days, guests of
Mrs. Kate Coombs, Mrs. May Lawry sition.
111 Limerock Street
friends.
*______________
Steamer leave, Rockland Tueedays, Thurtdaye and
(Corner Lincoln)
Cecelia Whitney was an overnight Mrs. Minnie Coombs. Mrs. Addie
Saturdays8 P, M, Standard Time. Returning
Lady
in
attendance
Roberts.
Mrs.
Emma
Mills.
Mrs
BURKETIVILLE
guest of Roena Brown Sunday.
leaves Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
Phone
1163
Margie
Chilles,
Mrs.
Louise
WareMr. and Mrs. Charles Grinnell spent
Dorothy Fuller is boarding at E. L.
at 5 P.
Painleet Syetem
ham.
Sunday in Liberty.
Hodgman’s.
For information and reservations apply Local
of
Adjueting
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh entertained at
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth
Aubrey Fuller did inside carpentry
Ticket Office
work for Everett Whitney Thursday Merrie Macs cottage at Shore Acres were in Rockland Wednesday.
Monday, Mrs. Gertrude Hall, Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Calderwood of
and Friday.
DR. E. B. HOWARD
Mr .and Mrs. L. N. Moody, Ruth, Susan Hopkins. Mrs. Hazel Malcolm Rockland were callers at Nelson
Dentist
Janice Pillsbury who has been the Calderwood’s Sunday
Lucy. Warren and Alice Moody were
Dental X-Ray and Diagneale
guest of her grandparents , Mr. and
Seventeen members and visitors
in Rockland Saturday.
Office Houre: 9 to 12—1 to •
Mrs. Merritt Lenfcst returned Sat were present at the October Farm
Several from this town have attend
OPEN EVENINGS
Bureau meeting held at Mrs. Veda
ed some of the evangelistic meetings urday to her home in Thomaston.
BY APPOINTMENT
Mrs. Alfred Berry and daughter Johnston's. Miss Simmons was pres
which are being held at Searsmont by
Tel. 1020
Evangelist Homer Stanley Morgan of Evelyn were recent guests of Mr, ent and gave instructions on table
ROCKLAND
and Mrs. Walter Ingerson.
service, value of vegetables and sev 407 MAIN ST.
Boston.
Mrs. Beulah Drew entertained at eral vegetable dishes were madh and
At the Baptist Church Sunday
a half-day
nnining the regular attendants were bridge and supper Wednesday eve served at noon. Nov.
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
glad to welcome Mr. and Mrs. E. S. ning Mrs. Christina Christie. Mrs meeting will be held with Mrs.
Bird’s American Twin Shingles are 20* wide bv
Ffford and Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant May Lawry. Mrs. Kate Coombs. Mrs Gladys Linscott subject “Christmas
* Dentist
Union. The special music at this Carrie Cassie. Mrs. Dora Roman Suggestions'’
If/ deep.
400 Main St.
r.ocalane
service was a duet by Mrs. Newbert Mrs. Hilma Webster, Mrs. Sada Roll
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
1. They have a smooth surface of
and Miss Stanley. Sunday evening at bins.
AT COOPER'S MILLS
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Filield enter
o’clock Rev. Howard Nutter of South
natural red, green or blue-black
Miss Ellen A. Smith has been apRvenlnae by Appointment
tained
at
a
eornboil
at
their
cot

Montville
organized
a
Christian
En

pointed postmaster at Cooper’s Mills.
Largest stock of (Marine supplies in Eastern Maine. All kindl
crushed slate that will not fade in
tage. Craventhirst Tuesday evening „ Miss Smith has been acting post
deavor
with
these
officers:
President,
color and an extra wide butt.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
marine supplies; marine motors always in stock. Capable repair
Housekeepers at Union Church master since tiie death of Postmaster
Edward Ames; vice president, Lucy
2. Have the distinctive, arched cut*
I’ Moody; recording and correspond circle Thursday were Mary C. Arey Horace T. Weeks, and has now been Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. II
men and blacksmith shop. Let us make you a flat price on your
ing secretary. Ruth Arrington; troas Hilma Webster, Dora Boman and given the permanent appointment
out that gives a decorative appear
new motor and installing same.
Residence
until
9
A.
U.,
and
by
Sada
Robbins.
urer. (’hrystal L. Stanley;lookout com
the Postofflce Department announced
ance to the roof.
The first of a series of dances will Monday. Cooper’s Mills is a fourth
mittee. Edward Ames, Lucy Moody
Appointment. Telephone 134
3. They are permanent and spark*
and (.’hrystal L. Stanley. Mr. Nutter be held by senior class V.H.S. a class postofficc.
MARINE MOTORS
proof.
was the speaker at the evening serv town hall Friday night.
THOMASTON. Me.
O.
P.
Lyons
was
in
Rockland
ice also. The Christian Endeavor will
GRAY, UNIVERSAL, BRIDGEPORT, RED WING, STERLING,
4. Are one-man, one-hand shingles,
DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
meet at f» o’clock next Sunday eve Wednesday/ and Thursday.
packed in easy-to-handle bundles.
HARTFORD and JOHNSON OUTBOARDS
A
large
party
was
enjoyed
Weil
ning.
1T1
...
Osteopathic Physician
American Twin Shingle* are made hr Bird &. Son. inc. (Eat. 1795.)
nesday at the Ames farm, Calder
wfat-Liirer* of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird’* Shingle Design Roofing,
We carry parte for Gray, Universal, Hartford and Johnsons
wood's
Neck.
Art'Craf Roofing, Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and
WILL MANAGE DETROIT
396 MAIN ST.,' ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Liiiby left
If unpleasant breath is caused by a
Naponsec Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building 1
Mail Orders Filled Promptly
Telephone 1295; Reeidence 253-M
disordered stomach, a mouth wash
Appointment of Stanley (Bucky) Tuesdav for East Weymouth, Mass.

Yesterday---

MINCE
MEAT

“Lovely smooth skin

has quickest appeal”

Ill This Clarion

says Richard Wallace, director for First National

Wood & Bishop Co.

LUX Toilet SOAP ■ • • 1(X

REDtJCED FARES
for the Fall Season 19SS

to

BIRD’S ROOFS

BOSTON
-

To

to

EASTERN
filranifdiip linen

AMERICAN

Twin Shingles

of

Boatmens’ Headquarters

Breath that Offends

r< are headquarters for Bird's roofing3t

building papers a^d wall board

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS

453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

Harris as manager of the Detroit
American league baseball team, was
In Case of Accidents
announced recently by Frank J. Na
vin. president of the local club. Har
Cuts,** Scalds, Burns,
ris, who led the Washington American
Sprains and Bruises, In
league team to two pennants and a
sect or Mosquito Bites,
world’s championship title, succeeds
APPLY FREELY
George Moriarty, whose resignation ____ __
irepared by the Xosvst M tpicise Co.,Botwty. He.
was announced this week. The length
• YOUR money refunded, •
of the Harris contract and its llnan! cial terms were withheld.

will not remedy it. Get at the eauee.
Fermented food in the stomach and

79-tf

accumulated waste matter in the

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

intestines send their poisons allover

(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatb)

the body. Keep clean inside.

Lydia E. Pinkhain’s
Pills lor Constipation

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Rocklane
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Marine Supply Co.
CAMDEN, MAINE
Next Wharf To Yacht Club

Tel. 78
27Stf
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FRIENDSHIP

The

Business Man
Time is money in busi
ness and I make sure
my car is always ready
for service by using
Champion Spark Plugs.
Champion is the better spark
plug because it has an exdasive
tillimanite insulator specially
treated to withstand the much
higher temperatures of the
modern high - compression
engine. Also a new patented
solid copper gasket-seal that
remains absolutely gas-tight
under high compression. Special
analysis electrodes
which assure a fixed
spark-gap under all
driving conditions.
Beginning October 4th
ana every Thursday
thereafter the Champion
Sparkert will broadcast
over the Blue Network
of the National Broadcatting Company from
1:30 -o 9:00 p.m., East
ern Standard Time.

Champion
SparlCPlugs
Toledo. Ohio

Dependable for Every Engine

SHIP YOUR

VEAL, PIGS,

At a simple wedding Oct 16. Miss
Harriet te F. Camp, daughter of Itev.
and Mrs. Edward C. Camp of Watertown. was married to Dr. Carroll It.
Keene of Chatham. Mass. The cere
mony was performed by the bride's
father. Mrs. Keene is a graduate of
Wellesley, class of 1922. and Dr. Keene
is an alumnus of Howdoln College,
class of 1922 and of the Boston Uni
versity Medical School Rev. Mr.
Camp is pastor of the Phillips Con
gregational Church in Watertown and
owns a summer cottage on Davis
Point where the (amily spend their
summers.
Walter Trefethrcn, Thomas Spear
and Attorney lx*slle E. Norwood of
Portland were in town Sunday on
business.
Capt. Walter Davis and Capt. Leslie
Davis of Monhegan were in town
Monday.
s
There are six carpenters engaged
in building a house for Francis D.
Winchenhaugh at the Harbor. They
are John Mitchel^ Robert Mitchell,
Harvey Brown. I.<jlie 1. Morton, Roy
Carter and William Pottle.
Junior High Notts

A set of book shelves has been con
structed by the manual training de
partment of the Junior High School |
for the grammar nwm. The class is j
also working on a set of teeter boards
which are to be placed on the newly
equipped playground. New curtains
have been placed^lp the two lunch
rooms and a bulletin board has been
put up in the ha'.l,^
On Wednesday morning editors
were elected by ballot for the weekly
column to appear in The Courler-Oaxette.
Fall tirinj’ Chester Brown:
winter term. Virginia Burns; spring
term. Doris Murphy*,
On Oct. 9. a rejp-esentative of the
Crowell Publishing Co. came to the
school and presented a money making
scheme. Two tearnSj the Blue Streaks
and Red Flashes. Wert- formed to sell
magazines and 42,bubscriptions were
sold, the Red Flashes winning. The
school commission was 920.73. Ac
cording to the regulations the losing
side was to give afi entertainment to
the winners. ThipafTair was held at
the school building Wednesday eve
ning. Nearly all the pupils from the
tipper grades w(j$6 present, games
were played and ^refreshments were
served.

Thursday evenirfg the teachers with
the help of Morris Chadwick, Clyson
Prior. John I-ash and Philip Bramliall
made several changes in the appear
ance of the school building. The reci
tation room was cleaned up. the old
book case being removed. New book

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY

eases were constructed in the book
room and hooks were placed on them.
Tills room is to be used for a rest and
reading room. Part of the walls of
the girls’ lunch room were painted
and they will be finished shortly. The
principal's desk was moved from the
front of the High School room to the
•ear and shelves were placed In the
closet of the room to be used for school
books.
Supt. F. L. S. Morse visited the
school Thursday.
Friday the morning exercises were
conducted by the members of the
senior class. Irene Morton played thp
piano. Doris Murphy read the Scrip
ture and led the singing and In closing
Irma Winehenbach read a compo
sition written by Chester Brown.
Friday afternoon a candy sale was
held In the book room by the Primary
and Grammar grades from which
$12.56 was realized.

ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fitzgerald of
West Palm Beach left Thursday
morning for Florida after spending
three months in this vicinity.
Earle and Manley Pettengi’i have

employment in Camden.
Clinton Young is working in Rock
port.
Bertram Gardner is attending
Rockland Commercial College.
Mrs. Ida Barrows has been visit
ing her oousin Mrs. Rena Andrews at
Tenant's Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Sinnett of Jamaica
Plain. Mass., were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Sinnett this week.
Miss Ruth Gregory of Rockland is
visiting her aunt, Mabel Oxton.
Mr. and Mrs. George Simmons and
son Alban and Mr. and Mrs. Millie
Porter of Malden. Mass., were Sun
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Robbins.
Mrs. Leman Oxton of West Rock
port visited her mother Mrs. Ida Barrows Thursday.

LIBERTY
E’dcn Rhodes and Ross Cunning
ham were (business callers in Augus
ts, Friday.
Mrs. Olive Nash of East Palermo
was a recent visitor of Mrs. Inna
Rhodes.
Carl Sukeforth is helping Elden
Rhodes with his fall work.
W. R. Cole who is attending busi
ness school in Portland was home
over the weekend.
Mrs. Herbert Fuller called on Mrs.
Inez Leigher recently.
S. W. Powell and Herbert Fuller
made a business trip to Rockland
Wednesday.
Miss Thelma Benner of Gale Hos
pital at Haverhill. Mass., is visiting
her aunt. Mrs. Jesse Rhodes.
Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth called on
Mrs. Edith Turner recently.

One of the oldest established
Commission Houses in Boston

Prompt Returns
WEEKLY MARKET REPORTS
MAILED UPON REQUEST
120S156

Three Crow Coffee will solve
f>r Three Crow Soda on the
A little Three Crow Mace in
your Cocoa is delicious.

The bed was SO comfortable. I asked
my hostess about it and she said it was a

i

OXYSOtf
MATTRESS
one of those happy and scientific
binations of closely coiled springs
and real felt guaranteeing years
of restful sleep.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

■EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY1

Funiiuur¥iuWillTreasure
uitPrices thatan

CLARK ISLAND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
47-53 NORTH MARKET ST.
37-42 MERCHANTS ROW
BOSTON, MASS.

Page Five

Bradford's Boy” by Joseph Lincoln
WALDOBORO
SWAN'S ISLAND
John W. Duffy is at home from have been added to the new fiction
The Ladies of the Methodist Aid
ahelf.
Nor Hi Jay.
There will be a Child Health Con held a food fair and sale of fancy
Mr.®. Millard F. Wade spent Tues
ference in the Baptist vestry Mon articles on Saturday afternoon in the
day in Portland.
church vestry. They were well pat
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott and day, Oet. 29 from 2 until 4 o’clock. ronized and the sum of $42.24 was
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and two children ! These conferences are to be held realized in a short time.
I every month and it is hoped that
have returned from Bath, X. H.
Mrs. Ferd Morse is home again
Charles Mullin of Dorchester, i the mothers will co-operate by after spending several weeks in the
Mass.. Leander Welt of Rockport ' bringing their children. Physicians Maine General Hospital. Portland.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of J and nurses will be in attendance.
Mrs. Isaac Stinson who has been
Lynn, Muss., have been recent guests
in Rockland for two weeks is at home
SEARSMONT
at Osborne Welt’s.
again.
S. H. Weston is spending a few , Mrs. Bert Drummond Is sick with
Benjamin Stinson of Rockland is at
days at Ills ramp at Medomak.
neuritis and unable to do anv work. the home of his son, Calvin Stinson.
Mrs. Dora Parker died suddenly . Mrs Bert K Cunningham is seOscar Bickmore has employment
after an attack of acute indigestion ' ri(nisiy j|, witl, inflammatory rheu- in Rockland.
at the home of Henry Howa-d Mon- niatism attended In- Hr. Ladd. Her
Mrs. Thomas Chisholm and children
day afternoon. Her body was taken mother, Mrs. Belle Howes of Sears of Rockland are visiting her parents.
to North Nobleboro where services port is with her at present.
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Joyce in Atlantic.
were held in the church Wednesday
Mary Bryant is having her house
Mrs. Bessie Dunham. Mrs. Hazel
afternoon.
I Staples and Miss Luella Holmes
ar.d other buildings repaired.
Tiie friends of Miss Ellen A. Smith
Frank W. Cunningham is at work 1 teachers of the Atlantic and Swan’s
are pleased to hear that she has been in Appleton chopping lumber for I Island schools have gone to Bangor
ppointed pastmaster at Cooper’s Everett Fenwick.
| to attend tiie Teachers’ Convention.
Mills. Miss Smith, who is the daugh-i Rev. Mr. Morgan of Boston lias i Mrs. Herbert Baum and Mrs.
ter of Judge and Mrs. Harold R. i been conducting a series of meetings Charles Bowen of Rockland are visSmith, was formerl.v an assistant in at the M. E. Church, ably assisted ' iting relatives in town,
the High School and has been acting I by Rev. Miss Cash, tiie local pastor. : Myron Sprague. Bradlee Joyce,
postmaster at Cooper's Mills since ' Mr. and Mrs. Merton Bradford and Edna Dunham, Dorothy Joyce and
the death of her uncle. Horace T. ' family and Mrs. Bradford’s mother Bernice Smith are home from RockWeeks.
Mrs. Bailey were Sunday guests here. j and. where they are attending school.
Capt. John Bradford has gone to
Bert McCorrison plans to shingle
M rs. Frank Bridges has been spendPortland to join the S. S. Lake In- his barn soon and has already re- i ing a week in Rockland with Mrs.
glenook. (’apt. Millard Wade, for a paired his house. He has a large Caro S. Jones.
trip to Houston, Texas.
crop of apples and recently gave a ; Dr. C. B. Popplestone has a new
Miss Florence Orff and Mrs. Lin man who had none 10 bushels of Paige car, also a saddle horse, which
coln Orff have returned from a visit Baldwins.
j he will use through the winter
to Massachusetts.
Bert Roibbins has gone to Boston months,
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Winehen- to visit his wife and family.________________________
baugh have closed their summer
home on Dutch Neck and gone to
GREEN'S ISLAND
Franklin. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goodwin have
Mrs. Fred Robbins returned Sunday ;
gone to Portland, where they will from a week”s visit at Vinalhaven.
reside.
She attended the banquet and Inspec- ,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Lindsay of tion of officers of Marguerite Chapter.
Sines 1843 this firm hat
Peabody, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. W .E. O.E.S. She was also a guest of the
faithfully served the fami
Haskell of Union and Mrs. Sarah Washington (Tub at an all-day ses
lial of Knox County.
Weeks of Cooper’s Mills have been sion picnic party at tiie home of Mr.
Lady Attendant
recent guests of Jud^c and APm and Mrs. Reuben Carver. Mrs.
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
Harold R. Smith.
Carver and Mrs. Lena Hardison were
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The Library is indebted to the fol hostesses. A Minch party was held in
lowing people for books: Mrs. Car- the evening. Mrs. Robbins was house
roll T. Cooney. Mrs. George G. Genth guest of Mrs. Mary iNoyes.
ner, Miss Etta H. Glidden and .Mrs.
Andrew Bennett, keeper of Saddl?
ROCKLAND, ME.
John Aspinwall. “The Bitter Heri- Back Light left Tuesday for his home
tage” by Margaret Pedler and ‘‘Silas ' at Manset on regular leave of absence.

To

N. L HOLLIS & CO.

1928

Mr. and Mrs. Jamas Baum and
family of Rockland, and Mr. and and
Mrs. Joseph Baum and children of
South Thomaston were Sunday
guests of Mrs. Mary Baum.
Mrs. Jennie Steel of Rockland has
been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
Pierson recently.
Little Dorothy Jackson has re
turned home from Knox Hospital
and is gaining rapidly. Mrs. Leroy
Jackson was with Mr. and Mrs.
James Baum while Dorothy was in
the hospital.

VOIPII

LOW

AT* rrur
YOU’LL llVC
LIKE TDAHIMP
TRADING AT
THE EASTERN

IMS.

In all the world - -

No Other Car Like This
A New and Larger Victory Six

by Donee Brothers

4

Luxurious Velour
Upholstering—A Saving!

\

Until you have seen, experienced and passed upon
Victory smartness and performance, you can’t pos
sibly realize what a great car the new Victory Six
is — and why the world it so emphatically sold on
its amazing value.
ir

NEW AND EXCLUSIVE,Victory Six construction
sets the highest standard yet known for riding ease
and roadability.

3 Pieces $59
It has been years since we have been able to offer a value
like this ! Through a very special purchase we are able to
save on the price of these suites and we are passing along a
value that speaks for itself. The luxurious spring filled
davenport, with club chair, and graceful wring chair are in
cluded for only $59. Just $5 delivers the suite and you can
pay for it from your income within one year at $2 weekly.
There are just 35 in the lot so order yours before it’s too
late ! We deliver free or pay the freight.

BODY AND CHASSIS are mutually designed for
each other. The body
bolted directly to the
chassis frame, replacing the usual body sills and
eliminating body-overhang.

0

RECENT AND VITAL improvements have been
announced, including sqll greater roominess and
luxury, wider doors and windows, greater vision
areas, more generous leg room and still richer in
terior appointments.
4

with this
evenings

beautiful

with the
BRILLIANT Victory Six performance is un
paralleled for quick pick-up, instant acceleration,
speed and flexibility.

family
at home !

gift !

Your present car, and subsequent
i
sequent payments
in convenient amounts, uit
put you its immediate possession
tsiiou of victory Six luxury, speed, bower and
performance. A demonstration
may we give
you oneP
tion tells the story.
s‘— When
---------------'----------“

Eastern
Furniture Co.
Rockland, Maine

?

1

PRICES— Touring Car, $995; Roadster, $995; Coupe, $1045; 4-Door
Sedan, $1095; DeLuxe Sedan, $1170; DeLuxe 4-Pass. Coupe, $1170;
Sport Roadster, $1245; Sport Touring Car, $1245; Sport Sedan, $129$
f.
Detroit.

A k.

DYER’S GARAGE
54 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

f^^URNITURE

an
COMPANY

283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

/

Gentlemen: —
| . i
h ■
$.‘»9, as slmwn In this ad
vertisement.
Please ship
at once. I agree to pay $2
weekly until fully paid.

~Lge Six
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four o'clock on Saturday afternoon
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
THOMASTON
CAMDEN
WITH THE BOWLERS
For Sale
Alfred M. Strout has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harding who at the First Lutheran Church by its
IN THE
J Advertisements in tils column not to ex- '
FOR SALE—Household furniture. See .1. E
from rtve weeks vacation visiting In have spent the summer at Coleman pastor. Rev. John E. Nelson, who
When C. L. French of Warren left
used the double ring ceremony.
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents. ROBERT.^, at Court House.__________ 129-131
distant States.
Pond have returned to Boston.
the Star bowling alleys Wednesday
SAVINGS BANK
I 3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents
FOR SALE—Square oak dining table, 5
Mrs. Margaret Stubbs of Bangor ] The bride who was given in mar night his chest was heaving with
Miss Edna Hilt will entertain the
I each for one time, 10 cents for three times. chairs, kitchen table, bed room chair, rocker,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Christian Endeavor and Wide World is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. t riage by her father, was attended by manly pride for he had heen able to
Six words make a line.
mirror and stand. $20 or sold separately. 194
CAMDEN ST Tel. 67-R.__________ 128*130
Guild at a Hallowe'en party at her Manchester.
i her sister. Miss Isabel Nelson, while “bust" the alley candlepin record hy
The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his
home Monday evening from 7 to 10.
The Philathea Calss met at the the bridegroom was attended by his eight pins. The old record of 173
FOR SALE—Cabinet sewing machine, cheap.
Lost
and
Found
brother,
Carl
L.
Everett.
Paul
Wancredit,
the
last
known
place
of
residence
or
pox
to
thee
address
and
the
fact
In good condition. B. R. BORGERSON. Tel.
The daily wage of the Thomaston church parlors Friday evening.
pins was hung up by Harry Mayo
213-M.
___________________ _______ 129-131
berg
and
Harold
Lundstrom,
cousins
of
death,
if
known,
o-f
every
depositor
in
the
Rockland
Savings
Bank,
who
LOST—Will the person who picked up tin*
painters after Jan. 1st will be six
Mrs. Joseph Emery will entertain
May 2. 1927. and looked very pretty
gold spangled hat in rose color bag by mistake, ;
dollars, not seven as previously re the Friends-ln-Council next Tues of the bride, were ushers and the hanging on the wall until Mr. French has nut made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part of t'he ih Senter Crane's store ^Friday afternoon please ' FOR SALE— Balt bags, three-fourth in.
church organist, Eric G. Larson,
dividends thereon, for a period of more than twenty years next preceding leave it at Senter Crane’s store or CALL 177-R stretched mesh, 23x16; price 12c each. R. T.
ported.
day afternoon.
pulled off his extraordinary stunt of
CREAMER, Thomaston. Me., R. F. D. 129*131
.November 1. 1928. and is not known to the treasurer to be living.
and it will be called for.
129*131
At the Baptist Church Sunday
Mrs. Charles Burgess will entertain played the nuptial music. The church toppling 181 of the thin sticks.
FOR SALE—Cord wood, soft wood slabs
LOST—Small setter, white with tan ears: fitted, also stave slabs and chunks delivered.
morning the pastor's text will be. the ladies of the Methodist society was attractively adorned with a pro
The Warren bowler opened with a
bell on collar. Last seen in Waldoboro. Re E. A. OXTON. Tel. 263-4.
fusion of autumn flowers and green
129*134
“Where there is no vision the people Wednesday from .•3 to 5 o'clock.
spare, and followed it with three suc
Whether Known Date last Deposit- Amt. Stand ward. Notify MOODY'S (IAS STATION Rock
FOR SALE Alive lobsters, •> claw, :s^ lb. *
Mrs. E. H. Stahl entertained the ery.
perish.’’
Last known Residence
To Be Deceased
or Withdrawal
Credit
cessive strikes. In the next box it Name of Depositor
land.
129*191
About sixty relatives and friends
30c: 1 claw 28c : no claw 25c lb. To lobnter
Mrs. E. P. Ahearn, Miss Jennie Friday Club yesterday afternoon at
took all three balls to clean tht -------------------fishermen only, potatoes 70 c bn.: turnips $1
attended a reception at the home of
Moody, Mrs. Theresa Sumner and home in Mountain street.
board, so that he had 104 on the first J.inns Byrne.
$44.24
Dix
Island,
Me.
May
5,
1885
bu. : squash 2c lb. ; cabbage 2c lb. Old Thorn
Unknown
Wanted
Mrs. Charles Starrett, with Kenneth
dike & Hix wharf. J. C. HARMON. Tel.
Mrs. P. J. Good has returned from the bride's parents after the church ball. In the next five Loxe’s he made
53.88
Catherine Sawyer,
Rockland, Me. Deceased
Oct. 20, 1881
WANTED—'.Man to run McNess Business in 943-W.
129*131
Mitchell for chauffeur, motored to a visit in Boston and Providence. ceremony. Upon their return from 10. 11. 8. 28 and 20.
11.86 Knox County. No experience needed. Must
Rockland, Me.
Deceased
Sept. 30, 1897
FOR SALE—Florl.'a winter home sites and
Portland Wednesday for the day.
There will be a food sale at the a hofleymoon through the South. Dr.
The proprietor John L. Thomas had Martha A. Mitchell,
have car. Can make $7-$10 dally, no lay offs,
33.43 'no bosses: chances of a lifetime. Use our camp lots. On Dixie highway east coast. Mile
Rockland. Me.
Sept. 30, 1S97
L. H. Dunn and family are re I store of Carleton. French & Co. to and Mrs. Everett will reside in Wal offered $5 to the person who would Charles A. Mitchell,
Deceased ‘
tham. where the bridegroom is in beat the alley record, and he was
capital to start. Write FURST AND THOMAS. of water frontage, good Ashing. Orange and
turning today from a few days visit day by the ladies of the G.A.R.
Unknown
soil. High and dry lots 50x130,
John Olson,
Rockland, Me.
Sept. 29, 1888 288.42 Dept. (I. 7, Freeport. Ill.
129*It grapefruit
business
as
a
dentist.
Mrs.
Everett
$200 to $350. All $1 down and 75c a week.
in Portland.
The Philathea Class met at the
smiling broadly when he passed the Hugh McAuly,
53.21
Rockland, Me.
Unknown
July 5, 1892
WANTED—Two tons of good hay, delivered : No interest or taxes for two years. Immediate
Kenneth Marshall and Raymond Baptist Church parlors last evening, is a graduate of the Waltham High banknote to the new champion.
price. ROBERT PEARSON. (Tark possession. Send for map and price list. Drive
Unknown
May 7, 1897 119.93 state
Augustus Nelson,
Rockland, Mo.
V • • »
Young of the Knox Hotel force are Mrs. Louise Kennedy and Mrs. Mil School and Dr. Everett of Waltham
Island.
* •
128*130 direct to property and live this winter. Agents
ISJB
High
and
Tufts
Dental
College.
Unknown
1900
Paul
Oakes,
Appleton,
Me.
Mar.
21,
on a week’s vacation which they are dred Norton hostesses.
With Vinalhaven Bowlers
WANTED— Small sized second hand cash wanted. N. P. DODGE, Dept. C.. Hyde Park.
10.76
Feb.
6,
1906
Dr.
Everett
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Sidney
P.
Nash.
Portland,
Me.
U
nknown
register. PHONE WARREN 27.
127*129 Mass.____________________ __________ 128 • 130
spending in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Norris
There was a hotly contested match
FOR SALE Pigs. 12 to 15 weeks old. Dry
Charles Shorey, R. O. Elliot and have closed Kenwood in the Belfast Mrs. Charles Everett of Waltham, between the Drew factions Thursday
WANTED—To buy small country store or
I
hereby
certify
that
the
above
statement
is
true
according
to
my
best
village variety store. Write "STORE” care mill slabs delivered in Camden, Rockport or
Donald'George have returned from road and returned to their home in whose summer home is in Rockport night with victory perching on the knowledge and belief.
Rockland,
sawed stove length. $8 per cord.
The Courier-Gazette.
127*129
and has made frequent visits here banner of the Gang to the discom
their hutning trip bringing two deer. Brooklyn.
Or will sell
they are not sawed or delivered.
E. D. SPEAR, Treas.
and
his
many
friends
extend
con

WANTED
—
Return
load
from
Portsmouth,
EDGAR
MOODY.
Tel. 9-4 I’nlon.
128*130
Miss Bessie Young died Friday
The annual meeting of Amity
fiture of the crowd. Rumors of glue
128-lt
N. H. enroute to Rockland Nov 1. T« I. 938
gratulations
and
best
wishes.
a few hours following a severe Lodge. F.&A.M.. was held last eve
FOR SALE—Immediately, to settle estate.
and spiked pins are refuted after
SNOWMAN. 9 Rockland St.
127-129
William H. (Harrvl Winkworth place, 14
shock. She was a daughter of the ning.
due investigation. This is the first
WANTED- Kitchen girl at once. WINDSOR Washington St.. Rockland. Apply forthwith to
late Dana and Harrier (Wormell)
match
in
a
series,
the
winners
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cornells have
SOME
ISLAND
BLOSSOMS
HOTEL
______________________________
127tf
FRANK
H INGRAHAM. Public Administra
WARREN
Young. Funeral will be held Mon returned to New Y’ork City after
which have designs on Rockland. The
FOR RHEUMATISM TAKE
WANTED To buy old postage stamps, col tor. 431 Main St., or Box 277 Rockland. Phone
Mrs.
Sadie
M.
Stahl
of
Brockton.
*<*•
____________________
128-13(f '
lections or part collections : 1850 to 1870 pre
day at 2 o'clock.
score:
Prove That Vinalhaven Also Is En
spending the season in town.
ferred. Write BOX 208. Rockland.
126*131
FOR SALE -Thirty-three foot power boat,
Mrs. Catherine O’Connell and
Drew’s Gang
Mrs. W. S. Bryant and daughters Mass.. Mrs. Nancy Spear and Alfred
joying the Autumn Mildness.
WANTED—Spool stock wanted, strictly 30 h. p. Gray motor, in perfect condition, at
grandson Charlie McGinnis who have Mary and Dorothy, are spending a Spear were visitors of Mrs. Elia Drew
81 89 91
261
white birch, no red heart, to be sawed this right price. WILLIAM -McLAIN, 8 Carroll’s
teen here seven weeks, and Mr. and few days in Brunswick and Oakland. Lewis Wednesday.
A. Anderson
76 94 87
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
128-130
winter and shipped when dry. Only best of Lane.
Mrs. Mary Richmond who has Davis ..................... 76 76 76
Mrs. P. D. McGinnis, Miss Catherine
228
There will be a dance in the Cleve
stock wanted. Address BOX 14, Wood fords,
FOR SALE—(Pedigreed Scotch collie puppies.
Not wishing you to think that
Maine.
124*129 sable and white. GRAND VIEW FARM KEN
Bi ||
O'Connell. Paul and John McGinnis land hall tonight with music by- rented her home to the High School Bickford .....
250
Rockland is the only place that can
principal. Clarence Madden. Jr., has Dyer .............
WANTED—('apable person for general NELS, Atlantic Highway, Warren. Tel. 5-6.
who have spent a shorter time as Kirk's orchestra.
71 77
128*130
housework
in
family
of
two.
Apply
BOX
145,
ha e late blossoms, I want to tell
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel O’Con
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown have re gone to Rockland where she will
('amden._____________________________ 124-tf
FOR SALE—White’ Samoyedes puppies
nell, have gone to their homes in turned from a motor trip to Canada visit her sister Miss Eliza Swan for
1217 you about my roses—I have two
Total
WANTED—Kitchen girl at at 75 Broad St. crossed with Eskimo, price $10. MRS. W1Ltwo weeks, before going to Medford,
Drew's Crowd
Connecticut.
and points in Maine.
bushes, each having today a rose in
MARY BURKETT. Tel. 669-M.
125-tf L1AA1 GREY, 4 State St., City._______ 127*129
097 full bloom, one pink, the other yel
Osborne R. Perry registered at the
Merrit hew ....... ... 74 68 85
“Burning Incense” will be the sub Mass., for the winter.
FOR SALE Dressing for lawns at 10 ROCK
WANTED—Man for steady year rouud job
Centlsmen: I thought perhaps you
84 87
248 low, as perfect, pretty and fragrant
Knox Hotel Thursday and called on ject of Rev. F. Ernest Smith's adLAND ST Tel. 829-W.
127*129
Dr. F. G. Campbell and V B. East Atrev .................
to
do
general
furnace
setting
and
repairs.
would like to know why we are recom
Must be able to make pipe, elbows, angles and
249 as if it were June or July instead
mending your Specific. For six weeks I
friends in town.
d'-ess at the Methodist Church Sun man have bought Radiolas, No. 60 Johnson ........... ... 79 S3 87
FOR SALE—Upright Merrill piano in good
understand thoroughly the work of the fur condition. Bargain for $100. Apply at 28
had been troubled with Rheumatism in my
234 of the last of October. I have had
Thomas Watt of Belfast is visiting day morning.
model all electric through B L. Ly fiord .............. .. 86 76 72
nace business. Leave your name and refer THOMASTON ST.
feet which were swollen badly and for
127-129
242 these rose bushes for several years.
H. Anderson .... ... 91 72 79
Levi Clark.
Frank E. Morrow and Raymond Da. is.
ences at the office of THE COURIER. 115-tf
over a week I could not step on them. I
FOR SAfLE— Remington portable typewriter,
had
to
use
a
chair
to
move
around
the
Capt. Earl Starrett is leaving to Conley are on a gunning trip at Isle
Mrs. Ernest Wotton of Rockland
They always blossom when it is time
in
first
clasa
condition.
Inquire
E.
B.
LIGHT,
room even after getting up from bed.
Total ................................................ 1180 for roses. The pink one did so this
day with a party from Rockland to au Haut.
was ill Thursday at the home of her
16 Pearl St.. Camden.
127* 129
Some kind friend must have sent you my
To
Let
spend two weeks hunting in North
The subject of Rev. Ernest M. Hol parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Oxton.
name, as I received a booklet. After read
year, but the yellow one waited until
FOR SALE—If you want the highest quality,
ing the same I decided to give the Specific
ern Maine.
Travel on the Atlantic Highway
man's address at the Baptist. Church
OCTOBER SONG
now.
TO LtT-Three tenements from 4 to 10 old growth, fitted wood, at a price consistent
a trial. Before I had finished one bottle I
with
the quality, and In sizes to fit your needs,
Master Payson George \vas ten Sunday morning will be. "Work out was detoured through Warren village
rooms. Inquire at 201-MAIN ST.
129-tf
My honeysuckle has a lot of buds
was better. Your Specific has given me a
call Rockland 67-M. R. P. CONANT Ac SON.
[For The Courler-Gazettel
dered a birthday party Thursday at your own Salvation with Fear and Thursday while repairs were being
complete cure.
and blossoms on it yet. and I still
TO LET—Furnished house. 8 rooms, hath, South Hope, Me.
127-tf
Join in the song of the October winds :
his home.
Trembling." Vnion service at the made on South Warren bridge.
Yours truly,
| hot and cold water, furnace, electric lights
have a few California poppies in
FOR SALE—Drafting table and Dalton add
Praising
this
colorful
time
;
and
double
garage.
Inquire
SIMPSON
A
Services at the Methodist Episco Congregational Church at 7 o'clock
Leroy Norwood has moved his Radiant beauty on hillside and glen.
Lowell Jordan.
bloom. It surely has been a warm
STAPLES. 369 Main St. Tel. 654-M. or ing machine, in good condition. MRS. ISRAEL
Care Jordan & Ronald,
pal Church will be at the usual morn
_________ 127-129
Several from Camden attended the household goods from Union street to
Sing at' its grandeur In rhyme.
fall.
Mrs. James Gregory.
985-W.
129-131 SNOW, -IR, Tel. 410-R.
Bar
Harbor.
Maine
ing and. evening hours, the pastor meeting of the Past Grands' Asso his lately purchased home, formerly
FOR SALE—Several White Wyandotte cock
i
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms:
March 13. 1928.
Vinalhaven,
Oct.
26.
Beautiful,
colorful
month
of
the
year.
erels.
(John
Martin
strain)
hatched May 15;
presiding. —The sewing club will ciation at Tenants Harbor Thurs the Castera Means place.
' adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL.
All of the trees in their best:
I The accompanying pink and yel
meet Monday evening with Mrs. day evening.
' 47 Pleasant St.
199*131 also Toulouse goose .and gander for breeders,
Mr. and Mj-s. Ray M. Griffin and Displaying colors of every bright hue,
Let
us
send
you
a
booklet.
BUX

3
yrs.
old.
MRS.
J.
E.
BARTON,
Vinalhaven,
low rose petals and blooms of honey
Catherine Simmons.
In matchless shades they are dressed.
TON RHEUMATIC MEDICINE
TO LET—Seven rooift flat, all modern, cor Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. C. Rich daughter Martha accompanied by127*199
suckle
and
poppy
lent
fragrant
il

ner
Broadway
and
Raffkin
St.
Apply
CRIE
S
Helen Stetson celebrated her ninth and daughter Patricia and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Munsey left Thursday for
CO., Abbot Village, Maine
FOR SALE—Forty White (laying) Leghorn
to
our
correspondent
’
s
Brown nuts are falling in woodland and dell: lustration
GIFT
SHOP.
129*131
birthday Thursday, where games and Mrs. Walter Rich, Jr., and daughter Amherst, Mass. Mrs. Munsey will
pullets. Beach Hill Side Farm. THOMAS
The Specific is on sale at all
Squirrels are storing away
communication.—Ed.]
TO LET—Furnished rooms. MRS KEN MONDEN. R. F. D. 1, Rockland.
127-129
music were enjoyed by the young Cynthia, leave today for their home visit in Westboro. Mass., and later Many ripe fruits from the acorn and beech,
leading drug stores.
126-8-129
NEDY, 15 Myrtle St.
128-130
For
use
In
the
cold
winter
day.
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood. $14 cord de
folks. The decorations were for Hal in New York City after spending the join Mrs. E. E. Jameson in South
TO LET—Upstairs tenement, 4 rooms, elec livered. Leave your order at 275 Main St.,
loween. Refreshments included a summer at Lake View.
CAMDEN
Manchester. Conn., where the litter Summer birds winging their way to the south:
tric lights and toilet, at 23 Franklin St.. Rock Rockland. K. SALMINEN, West Rockport.
birthday cake with candles. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl V. Willey re
Warm, hazy days of the fall
land. MRS. DAVID OSIER, 13 (enter St.. <
Regular meeting of tlie Megunti- is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chester
126*131
us that Indian Summer time’s o’er.
Waterville, Me.
,
128*130 ^OR SALE—Must sacrifice my 1929 radio,*
Helen received many pretty gifts.
turned from Boston Monday night by
cnok Grange next Wednesday eve Robinson and her new grandson Tell
4With
one
of
the
best
months
of
all.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bradford of ning.
Willard Lee Robinson. Mr. and Mrs.
motor where they attended the mar
TO LET—Attractively furnished or unfur 6 tubes, speaker, $25. coat over $100, now
nished house, furnace heat. 5 rooms, bath, stored in Rockland. Write MRS. DAVIS. 3-56
Swampscott. Mass., who have been
riage of Ruth Chase of Hyannis,
Plumbing and Heating
Miss Ruth Thomas, teacher of Griffin are enroute to their home in Gay time of splendor, we bid you adlen—
Rroadway. Everett, Mass.
J26*131
garage,
centrally located. TEL. 586-W.
This is no time to look sober.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Theodore music in the Saco schools, accom West Palm Beach. Fla.
Mass, and their son Matthew Ken
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
126-tf
FOR SALE—34x9 power boat, cabin and
of the months bring us gladness anew .
Bradford returned home Thursday. panied by Miss Edith Fogg, Miss
neth
Willey
on
Saturday
at
Trinity
C. R. Overlock left Friday for a AllFarewell.
Telephone
100S-M
0 brilliant October!
TO LET Furnished apartment at 47 North steering room, 12 ft. ideal boat for scallop or
Capt. John G. Murley of Fairhaven Ruth Hayes, Miss Ada Anderson and visit in Newton Centre. Mass.
Church.
14i-every Sat-tf
Union, Oct. 25.
Doris Robbins.
Main St., all modern, hot and cold water, gas, flounder dragger. or handlincr. if sold at once,
bath: rent reasonable. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 $400: 16 h. j). 4 cycle heavy duty engine with
ar.d Capt. 'William Hayes of New Mrs. Marion Mailing, were Wednes
North Main St. Tel. <22-K.
127-tf reverse 22-18 wheel, will make 8^ miles per
Eedford, owners of the fisherman R. day night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
hour. AL ORCUTT. Vinalhaven. Me. 126*131
TO LET—Five room house. Grove St. and 7
Engene Ashley, the latter of whom Frank H. Thomas and left Thursday
FOR SALE- -(McPhail piano in fine con
room house with garage, Hili and Rankin Sts.
will command, are in town to attend for Bangor to attend the Teachers'
125-tf
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
127-tf dition. TEL. 874-M.
J&r XeonemieaZ Transfiortatloit
the launching of the boat which will State Convention. They will return
FOR SALE—Six lbs. clippings for patchTO LET—Six room tenement on Bunker St.
take place about 10 o'clock Monday tonight and spend the weekend with
work.
Extraordinary
value.
Send
no
money,
L. F. CHASE, 13 Middle St. Tel. 1195-W.
127-tf pay postman $1 plus postage. Satisfaction
from the C. A. Morse & Son yard. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas.
guaranteed or money refunded. SAFTLER
Dunn A- Elliot Co. are making a
TO LET—Kitchenette, bed room with bath, MFG GO.. Dept- 6. Whitman, Mass.
Miss M. E. Bartlett is spending the
125*130
heat and lights. Separate outdoor entrance.
sail for their barkentine Hevetia.
weekend in Portland.
F(TR SALE-—One hundred pullets, S. C. R. I.
TEL. 188-W.
127*129
The members of St. John's Epis
Mrs. W. J. Curtis left yesterday for
Reds, ready to lay. H. C. BUBER. Warren,
TO LET—In Thomaston 3 rooms unfur Me. Tel. 6-31.
copal Guild will hold their fall sale of her home in New York City after
125*130
nished, $15 per month f ,3 rooms furnished, $25
fancy articles. apronR. etc., in the spending the summer at Portlow.
FOR SALE—Virgin wool yarn by manufac
per month: large 2 room office, fireplace.. etc.,
100 per cent location. $15 per month. EAST turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
parish room Nov. 21. The next meet
123-150
ERN REAL ESTATE CO., Broadway and LETT. Harmony, Maine.
ing of the Guild will be held next
Holmes
St.____
127 -129
ROCKPORT
FOR SALE’—Fitted wood, $2 per ft. AL
week at the home of Mrs. William
FRED
DAVIS.
147
Park
St.
Tel.
859-R.
TO LET—Bowling alley and billiard room,
G. Loucks, where a knotting will be
40x100 in Thomaston.
Great opportunity. ____________________________ 121-tf
Miss Doris Butterfield and sister
None In town. EASTERN REAL ESTATE
the feature of the evening.
FOR SALE—Young white Chester pics.
Miss C. L. Lane of Philadelphia mo
(X)., Broadway and Holmes Sts. Tel. 819.
Bachelder House, Union, Me. MR. HEALD.
127-129
tored from New York with John V.
120-tf
SPECIAL FLOUR SALE V Schoonmaker of Hackensack. N.
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment at
FOR SALE—At a bargain pony rig—wagon
59
Masonic
St.
:
electric
lights.
For
further
harness and saddle. DR. C. F. FRENCH. Tel
J., last week and spent several days
We are selling BEST FLOUR $1.
information apply 42 BEECH ST.
124-tf 198-W.
115-B
at their home on Amsbury Hill, re
per bag
TO LET—Furnished apartments, 2 rooms,
FOR SALE—House lots with garden space
turning to New York on Tuesday.
flush closet, shed, clothes closet, electric lights. on North Main St. and some on Maverick St.
J. B. HAM COMPANY
Mrs. Raymond Thompson of Rock
Inquire 72 CAMDEN ST._________
125-tf L. A. THURSTON, Rockland. Tel. 1159.
Holmes Street, Corner Broadway
land was the guest Thursday of Miss
111-tf
TO LET—First floor tenement Gregory block,
129-131
708 Main St, C. A. HAMILTON. City.
125-tf
Marion Upham and also visited Mrs.
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long, $6.50;
TO LET—Tenement on Masouic St., all stove length, $8 : also apple barrels and lum
C. E. Rhodes. Jr.
modern, with or without garage. Inquire ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
The date of the winter sale and
118-tt
KITTREDGE PHARMACY.
125-130
supper to be given by the Ladies Aid
\ \\\ U
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick- 1
TO LET—Two garages, $5.00 month Rents
of the Methodist Church is Wednes
of all kinds promptly available. V. F. STUI) nesses. Small lots five cent! foot planed twe ’
day. Dec. 5. The sale will be held
LEY. 99 I’.tik St.
133 u sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
afternoon and evening and supper
TO LET—Five room tenement, modern, with JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel 177-14
118-tf
garage, no children. ROBERT COLLINS. 37:5
will be served at 5.30.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, 4-ft. length
Main St.
123-tf
L. E. Upham. Lewis Upham. Henry
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty
TO LET—Tenement of six rooms, electric HAROLD PEASE, Warren, Me. Tel. 10-21.
Bryant and Lawrence Richards re
lights, near corner Broadway and Park St.
turned Thursday from a ten days
Apply ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 80 Park St.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
Tel. 438-J.
122-tf
hunting trip at Catuncook Lake. Mr.
One of the Publix Theatres
per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
Upham shot a buck and Lawrence
TODAY
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with use ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.00 per M. L. C.
of bath. MRS. W. 8. KEXNIBTON, 176 Main PACKARD, Warren, Me.
Richards a doe. both good size.
118-tf
“THE BUTTER
St Tel. 278-R.
122-tf
Mrs. William A. Paul was oper
FOR SALE—-Cord and fitted wood ; fitted soft
TO
LET
—
All
modern
tenement
at
23
Maple
wood slabs $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
AND EGG MAN”
ated upon Tuesday at the Knox Gen
St. HARRY BERMAN Tel. 426-M.
122-tf P. 0. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
eral Hospital Rockland and her con
With
TO LET Five room apartment, heated, nice
________ 118-tf
is reported to he favorable.
location. 91 NORTH MAIN ST. after 5.30.
Jack Mulhall, Greta Nissen dition
FARMS.
RY HOMES. COTTAGES
. *
120-tf ; C0UN1
Her many friends hope for a speedy
and
estates
up-to-date
property,
In the gar
And
recovery.
TO LET— ^tarnished, house for rent at den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
Martinsville, Me., the Ogier Place. Inquire of us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
“THE MODEL FROM
Never before in our history have we to put the car in mechanical condition
Sunday at 10.45 the pastor. Rev.
H8-tf
H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect St.. North Leo fast. Me.
Philip C. Hughey, will take for his
minster, Mass.
120-tf
delivered as many new Chevrolets as for thousands of miles of satisfactory
MONTMARTE”
FOR SALE Two hundred and sixty acre
subject, "Melted by Kindness.' The
TO LET—Private one car garage for small 1200 apple trees, sacrificed: 24 fine cattl
we have this year. Naturally a large service. In buying these reconditioned
MONDAY-TUESDAY
choir will sing a special selection.
car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., City.
auto truck, horses. 4 brood sows, boar, pou
?
lH-lC try. machinery, vehicles, firewood, hay. cor
Sunday School meets at 12 o'clock
pan) of this increased business involved cars from us you get definite assurance
TO LET—Furnished apartments, heated. grain, fruit, vegetables, etc., included: broi
with a class for every one. Special
the trade-in of the Chevrolet owner’s of quality and value—and this week
Call after 5.30 at 14 MASONIC ST.
119-tf loam fields, good pasturage, etc. : 150,000 I
attention is called to the evening
timber, 1000 cords wood, valuable orchar
TO LET—Six rooms and bath, suitable for good 12-room house. 58x82 ft. ; baseme
previous car. This enables us to offer you can buy them at very low prices
service, opening with song. The pas
two or three adults. 104 NORTH MAIN ST. barn, silo, other buildings. Woman’s prl
tor’s subject for the evening. "The
Tel. 27-M.
119-tf only. $11,000 for all, part cash.
some exceptionally fine used cars tliat that make them the greatest values we
Dctal
Master's Call." There will be a duet
TO LET—Five room furnished apartment page 18 big Illustrated catalog. Copy fre
have been thoroughly inspected and have ever offered. Make a small down
STROUT
AGENCY,
813-DG
Old
South
Bid,
by Mr. and Mrs. Hughey.
with garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St.
1-29_______
118-tf Boston, Mass.
Miss Marian Upham gave a party
reconditioned and carry the official payment and drive away the car of
SPECIAL FOR SALE
Wednesday evening at her home on
red “O. K. That Counts” tag. This tag your choice—easy terms for the bal
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, lar
Central street in honor of the twen
Miscellaneous
lot. double garage. South Main St. Must I
shows you exactly what has heen done ance. See these cars today!
tieth birthday of her sister. Miss
sold at once. Very low price.
One farm, fine house and large barn wli
PATCHWORK PIECES—Fancy shirtings,
Dorothy Upham. The decorations
percales, broadcloths, etc., our s|tecial mill- 60 acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay, ba
and favors were in keeping with the
end bundle J1 poatpaldi LAW,SOX TEXTILE ance land In pasture and wood, buildings on
Hallowe’en season. Refreshments of
CO.. !» Aster St., l’ruvWetife. R. I.
129«U 25 years old; fine water, lights, and eelii
(0U00Y) |
under house and barn. Must be sold at one
sandwiches, ice cream and cake were
REBUILT—Hamilton, Elgin and Waltham at very low price. $3,500. Near Rockland <
served. The occasion was a very en
watehea at LEON J. WHITE'S Jewelry store. fine road.
(iuaranteed for one year, ta and un. 3o-S-tf
House—’Five rooms, all latest Improvemen
joyable one.
CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troubles with fine cellar and garage. To be sold
The Johnson Society will serve a
treated. Arch supporti. K. E. (TILTART, Rett. once.
pink tea at the Methodist vestry
Fine house on Camden street, known i
Nurse Chiropodist. .Wain St., over Moor's drug
Monday evening,, Nov. 5. Mrs. Wil
store. Tel. 593-W.
127-tf Oxton Tea Room. Large house and barn ; thr<
acres
land, suitable for over night camps.
liam Talbot of Rockland will give the
CIDER APPLES—Bring your cider apples to
New bungalow with garage, all improvi
Knight's. Cider front your own apples or ments. Low price.
program.
1927 Model
those furnished here for sweet cider. Run
House and ham, housing for 500 hens,
The children of the Baptist Sunday
ning dally.
Tel. Camden 77-11.
.1. L. late Improvements; 1 mile from Rocklar
School under eight years will he en
K.X'KIHT. Rockport.
123*132 Postofllce; 9 acres best field, cut 8 tons In
Platform body, first class condition,
tertained at the vestry this Satur
Very good condition, with lots of
PAINTING, PAPER HANGING, MASON this year. Very low price.
W«TM
/
w
low mileage
House and barn, several acres land late
day afternoon from 2 to 4 oelock
Mechanically perfect, small mile
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY. Contractor
/ pAR^ BRIAN
good miles in this car
3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
118-tf Improvements, Warren. $2,000.
Games will he enjoyed and refresh
Two cottages Megunticook Lake.
age:
Ballcrank
Bumpers,
expen

REFINISHING CARS by spray system, snj
ments served.
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell.
color; storage, J. k. gTEVEX'S & SON. Me
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, lari
At the Methodist Church Sun
sive Shock Absorbers, and many
Loud
St.
Tel.
241-M
nr
13-J1.
118-tf
porch,
fine cement cellar, good location; ea:
Balance easy monthly payments.
day morning at 10.30 the pastor Rev
terms. Must be sold at once, $23.06.
other
extras.
Your
car
taken
as
I have almost any kind of home you want.
F. F. Fowle will take for his
Six room house, bath, cement cellar, firs
part payment.
subject "The Ideal Church." Sunday
Balance easy payments
class throughout, modern, must be sold i
SECOND HAND
School and evening service as usual.
once. $3000.
V. F. STUDLEY
The children of the Baptist Sun
In excellent condition; paint and
FURNITURE SOLD
69 Park Rtrsst
1 lfi.
day school under eight years of age
tires
good
as
new
—
a
bargain
at
are invited to a party Saturday
the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Ma’n 8L°^Mali
Balance easy monthly payments.
“As much for your dollar as I expect
afternoon from 2 to 4 o'clock at tlie
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES, lift-tf
for mine’’ that is tht spirit we show. Our
vestry. Come and have a good time.
square dee lint—liberal credit and low
With platform jbody, all in good
ROCK AMO. CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
Mrs. William D. Talbot will give an
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
pr.ces—mean your CONFIDENCE AND
by the dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
entertainment with readings at the
condition, and excellent tires, ready
GOOD-WILL. Without question we offer
TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
118-tf
Reconditioned in our shop and
Methodist Church. Rockport. Mon
the best values in used furniture and
to go on the job.
day evening, Nov. 5 at 8 o'clock. Mrs.
stoves in the city. Our merchandise priced
ready
to
go
to
work
First
class
condition
THE CHAMPION AYRESHIRE
Talbot is a graduate of the Leland
to make friends which means dollars saved
Powers school of elocution. The pro
for you.
ceeds will go towards the new organ
The strand championship in th
COME IN TODAY
Get under this. Romance and
blower.
Balance easy payments
Buy what you need NOW at the price
Ayreshire bull class was awarded a
Balance easy payment plan
ther love College life an it is
Balance twelve easy payments.
*»♦ •
you want to pay and pay as you use on
'ed by the men of Princeton.
tlie National dairy show in Memphh
Front a Waltham paper of recent
convenient terms.
Inied on the campus of PrinceTenn. to Alta Crest Ringleader, ow’ne
date
we
clip
tlie
following:
n University. Directed hy Frank
WE HAVE EVEJWBHING NEEDED TO
by tlie Alta Crest farm of Spence;
Everett-Nelton
Jttle.___________________________
MAKE A HOME
Mass. This animal also was adjudge
Miss Constance J. Nelson of 41
WEDNESDAY
Curtis street, daughter of Mr. and
senior champion. Bay State Erseu;
“GRIP OF THE YUKON”
Rockland
Furniture
Co.
Mrs. John L. Nelson and Ur. Ray
owned by the Massachusetts Agricui
with FRANCIS BUSHMAN
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
mond Charles Everett of 35 Cherry
THURSDAY
tural College, was selected as th
street, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Telephone 8D9-R
junior champion bull in the Ayre
PICTURES AND VAUDEVILLE
Everett, were united in marriage at
120STU

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKLAND

BUXTON’S

RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC

L W. McCartney

USED CARS
with an

that counts

Never Before Have We Offered
Such Values on
Reconditioned Used Cars
-*Small Down Payment—Easy Terms!

UllMHES

(Avista

A few of our exceptional Used Car
Values “with an OK that counts”
Essex Coach

Chevrolet Ton Truck

Chevrolet Imperial Sedan

$120. Down

$94.00 Down

Oldsmobile Touring Car

$210. Down

International Truck

$150.00

Half Ton Chevrolet Truck
$120. Down

1927 Chevrolet Coach

$90.00 Down

$160. Down

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Mam Street,

Rockland Maine

Dependability, Satisfaction and Honest Value

shire division.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 27, 1928

Every-Other Day

grosoaEH

Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss have ar
rived home from a fortnight’s trip to
Wytopitlock, the success of the hunt
ing feature was somewhat marred by
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe the copious rains.

Save Those Precious Body Building Vitamins
Do better, more healthful cooking with super-thick deluxe uter.s.’ls cf

cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................ 770

Vapo
Seal Tj pe

Vapo
Seal Type

The Finest Aluminum
Think of it—a complete set of four

are of the Vapo-Seal type, designed

superb Mirro Aluminum utensils, at

for cooking with little or no water—

$18-50

the healthful way that conserves the

the amazingly low price of

These are the most scientific cook

vital

ing utensils we have ever seen. They

food values

cooking.

3 Qt. Covered Pan

Improved type, prevents
burning—cook whole meal
over one burner—meat and
potatoes in bottom, other
foods in three upper pans
—singly.

.1

Covered Skillet
A perfect fry pan for small
roasts, stews, fricassees;
pan broiling steaks, quar
tering vegetables, etc. Sells
singly for—

■

Don’t Pay Excessive Prices
for Heavy Aluminum

Of super-thick aluminum.
Scientifically correct for
cooking vegetables, fruits,
etc., with 1 little or no
water. Sells separately for

Heavy aluminum naturally costs more than
thin, cheap aluminum—and it’s certainly
worth it. But it isn’t worth any excessive
price. We want to keep on living in this
town, so you can depend on what we say.
Wc cell the finest heavy aluminum—at
SENSIBLE PRICES ONLY. And if you’ll
just take the trouble to compare our Mirro
heavy aluminum with the best you have ever
seen anywhere, you will be amazed that any
body could offer such quality at such aston
ishingly low price—

$6.50

iu

1 .i

<
i

■--r-i

i

10 Qt. Cooker

-j.-.,

lost in ordinary

$3.50

4*/2 Qh Dutch Oven
Makes inexpensive meats
taste like tender, savory
prime cuts — super-thick
aluminum prevents burn
ing—singly.

$4.25

$4.25

See This Splendid Combination at Our Store
See these magnificent utensils at our store. Compare them in quality and price
with any heavy aluminum ware you have ever seen. Did you ever hear of get
ting utensils as fine as this at even twice our price?
Don’t think of buying heavy aluminum till we have shown you how much excess
value we can give you for your money.

FULLER - COBB - DAVIS
Basement Department

What $79 Will
—AT—

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

A 3-pc. Walnut Bedroom Suite
FINE 4-POSTER BED

HANDSOME DRESSER WITH HEAVY MIRROR
ROOMY, DUSTPROOF CHEST OF DRAWERS

Mrs. Frances Perry entertained the
The Sunshine Society will meet
Jolly Six Clulb Thursday at her home Monday afternoon with iMrs. Lena
on South Main street.
Merrill, 84 Rankin street.
•
Miss Mabel Seavey returned Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen and
day from a week's visit in Somerville children Robert, Hervey Jr., and Pa
and Lawrence, Mass,
tricia of Portland are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel La wry at The Cop
Mrs E. C. Kermiston and grandson per Kettle over the weekend.
Edward Palmer of Plymouth, N. H.,
are guest of Mrs. Almon B. Cooper
A. E. Whitney of Norwich, Mass.,
and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell. Mrs. Ken- has taken an apartment at The
niston returns to Plymouth in a few Lauriette.
days, but Edward will remain for the
winter and will attend school here.
Miss Margaret Simmons, who has
been visiting in Boston and Syra
Miss Bernadette Snow is spending cuse, N. Y., arrived home Wednesday.
the* weekend in Newcastle guest of
Miss Antoinette Bates.
Nathan Cobb Fuller has been on a
visit this week to his relatives in this
Mrs. Mary Brown and Mrs. Mar city and Camden making a hike from
garet Smith have arrived from North his home in Augusta by way of lend
Haven and will occupy Mrs. Brown’s ing variety to the outing.
house at The Highlands for the win
ter.
The Chapin Class will be enter
tained Tuesday evening by Mrs. A.
Mrs. H. D. Ames has gone to Bruce Higgs, Talbot avenue.
, Brockton to make her home with her
sister Mrs. L. E. Chamberlain.
Dana Sherer and daughter. Mrs.
Herbert Waldron, are in Boston for
M*iss Grace Armstrong of Port a few days.
land was the guest of her parents
Dr. and Mrs. \V. H. Armstrong, Park
Miss Dorothy Harrington and Miss
street, Tuesday, enroute to Bangor Alible Richards of Thomaston spent
to attend the State Convention of the weekend with Miss Doris Herbert
teachers, and returns today to spend of Rockland.
* the weekend at her Rockland home.
|
___

These Pieces Are of Choice American W alnut Finish, Carefully Made, Sturdy find
Substantial, Yet Beautifully Designed

A SMALL PAYMENT BRINGS THE SUITE TO YOU

Stonington

EASY

Furniture

TERMS

Baxter
’
s
finest

BAXTER'S
est

(4928)

PEAS

Live up to their name—FINEST Just one
can of either of the six feizes packed under
this label will tastily prove this statement.

REMEMBER—They are MAINE

Raised, MAINE Packed

.-I

A Publix
Theatre

STRAND

MOW PLAYING
“PAY AS
YOU ENTER”

with
Louise Fazenda

-------------------- ■

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Special

FEATURE PICTURE

Paramount Presentation

Banjomania
Featuring

BURT
EAgL

PRICES:
Matinee ....................... 2Gc, 35c

Evening ............. 25c, 35c, 53c

ANNIE K. HOLBROOK

Mrs. Annie Keith Holbrook, 77,
I died Oet. 22. after an illness whirh
■ extended over two yeers or more.
Last May she fell In her home, frac
turing the left hip and since then had
been confined to her bed and wheel
chair. Tlie maiden name of the de
ceased was Annie K. York. In Xo| vember, 1869, she was married to
Capt. William D. Holbrook and 60
years of happy wedded life were
passed by them. The immediate
family consisted of two sons and a
daughter, and In later years grand
children to all of whom she gave a
mother's devoted rare.
Of Mrs Holbrook it could be truly
said “that she was beloved by all that
knew her." Of sweet, gentle tem
perament, her life spoke for itself.
She was a home lover. Her’s was a
noble, well rounded life, filled with
loving ministrations In which she
found her best happiness, and was
rewarded as the years went on by the
sincere gratitude, affection and ten
der care of those for whom she la
bored.
She leaves a husband, two sons.
John H. and Fred H. Holbrook: a
daughter, Mabel Holbrook; and three
grandchildren, Helen Holbrook Moon,
William II. and Dorothy Y. Hol
brook; and a sister, Helen M. York.
Services were held at her late home
Wednesday attended hy Rev. O. W.
Stuart
of
Littlefield
Memorial
Church, of which Mrs. Holbrook was
a member. The floral tributes were
exceptionally beautiful, among them
a magnificent piece, the offering of
friends and bearing the words "Our
Neighbor.” The bearers were John.
Fred and William Holbrook and
Frank Maxey. Internienft was in
Sea View cemetery.

I

DouwbCmieuo

To Have Your

ij/orious Defej
ftnrad Nagel

Water Pipes Relaid

•the VlTUmx

SEWER PIPES REPAIRED

"'John Miljan
Man M'Deimett
*Mt,Mgthe
■MB fl.mn.vn Mt.mmmm Mnt

A WflMRBROS PRODUCTION
Show, 2.00, 6.00, 8.30

Tel. 980

Now Is the Time

And

His Girls

TERMS

Rockland,

31 3-319 Main Street,

IN TOUR OWN SSOME z
ES, we’ll send the Philco “Neutrodyne-PIus”
Electric Radio to your home on an abso
lutely free trial! This is your opportunity to
find out, free, just what the Philco will do in the
very spot you intend to use it. Let your family
and friends hear it — compare it with your
neighbor’s radio—judge its superior performance
in tone, distance and selectivity. Then decide!
If not satisfied, the trial will not cost you a single
penny! No obligation.

Y

RADIO

ate

* nculrodyne -plus'

Easy Payments

Philco, both in exquisite furniture models
and in table models IN COLOR, combines
Neatrodyne quality of tone with a PLUS —
marvelous distance range, selectivity and
volume—a New Discovery! Aerial not essen
tial; no batteries, liquids or acids. Philco it
an all-electric AC. set. Merely attach it tft
your light socket!

If you decide to keep the Philco, you need not
fay cash! Just a small amount down and the
balance in easy monthly payments you’ll never
even miss!

Trade la
Your
OldHad-o

The Philco Speaker
Reproduces the entire musi
cal range—low notes and high
notes—with complete fidelity.
Supeibtonal depth. Improves
any radio. In colors.

Call

Coupon

We will make yo»^
a very liberal tredt' •»
Coa't fail to get full details of oui liberal offer.
in allowance fc/
Well gladly send them to you free and without
your old, out-ofco.flt-fllioa. Just mail coupon below now.
date radio set.
Cash it in and have
that Electric lighisocket set you wish
■
Kindly send me, without obligation,
for!
* criptive literature on the PhilcoEkctric Radio;'

dea*

I

or Phor iS

|

Come in, phone or send this coupon and we v. 1!1 |
tell you the full details of this remarkable ofle/.
Even though you do not intend to buy nov/, cc..c
in and see and hear the Philco. No obligation!

I
I
I

r Iso lull details of your Free Trial, Easy PayuKiil and Tiade-lu Allowance offer.

Name.
Addi ess.

I

F. W. FARREL CORETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 661
North Haven—Emery Wooster
Thomaston—W. P. Strong
Camden—Mont Heald

DEALERS
Damariscotta—C. F. Leighton
Belfast—Donald S. Clark
Union—Gorden-Lovejoy

ke Itooevik Club was entertained
Mr. .and Mrs. Donald Perry expect
jfci hpme of .Mrs. W.U ’ i 1' 1 >
Mr. and Mis. Jlilies O'Hara are
Mrs. CMra Rollins of KennebunkJudson Flanagan. John Flanagan
be fn their recently purchased Ta At avenue, Tuesday. It was th»:
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose port has been the guest of Mrs. and Robert Gardiner are home frrm
home at 18 Grove street Monday.
annual meeting and these officers until their home on Park street is Charles Emery, Pacific street, for the Maine Central
Institute.
Ralph
were elected: President, Mrs. Grace
Fowler is ho-me from Higgins.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and Veazie; vice president, Mrs. Bessie ready for occupancy.
two children and E. H. Philbrick Benner; secretary, Mrs. Leola F.
motored to Bangor Thursday.
Noyes; treasurer, Mrs. Nettie Perry
(re-elected). Mrs. Clara Thurston
The bridge party at the Country and Mrs. Eva Toner were voted in
AND FINER MOTOR CAR
THE WORLD HAS A NEW
Club Thursday had a splendid at as members.
tendance and there were 15 tables.
Boxes of candy and playing cards
Tlui Tuesday Night Sewing Club
’*400'* Special Six Sedan
were awarded as honors. Buffet lunch was^entertained by
Mrs. John
was served. The committee in charge Thompson, Camden street.
consisted of Mrs. John I. Snow, chair
f. ».». zarlsfl-ar
man, Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. Wil
Mrs. James Morse of Appleton is
(a. LUia.trflfltrd)
liam Ellingwood, Mrs. C. H. Duff, the guest of Mrs. A. H. Carroll, West
Mrs. ’Charles M. Richardson. Mrs. M Meadows, for the week.
R. Pillsbury. Mrs. Herbert F. Mann of
Rockport, Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Mrs.
Lawrence Lufkin is spending the
W. S. Rounds, Mrs. George .Smith, weekend in Bangor.
Mrs. Gilbert Buker and Mrs. Elmer
Crockett.
Florence Dean was hostess to sev
eral of her^young friends Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins of evening at her home on Shaw avenue,
Northeast Harbor are guests of Mr the occasion being a really truly Hal
and Mrs. George Dunton, Broadway loween party, with ghostly seances,
a chamber of horrors and other ob
The Wawenock Club was enter servances peculiar to the season of
tained at the home of Mrs. Leonard ghosts and witches. The rooms were
Campbell Monday evening, these pa decorated with Halloween trappings.,
pers being given: “Henry Ford.’’ by piano selections were given by Ruth
Mrs. Cora Snow; “Arthur Nash’’ by Dondis and Helena Rubinstein, and
Mrs. Fanny Norton; “Sarah- Ome Ruth Dondis and the hostess gave,
Jewett," hy iMrs. Susie Campbell. An dances and songs. The games began
interesting feature of the evening was with a ghostly Seance which was won
listening to Hoover’s speech from by Clifford Carroll and Constance
ROM the very day of the introduc
using ordinary gasoline, and less of it.
New York. The club will have a Knickerbocker. In the peanut hunt
tion of the new Nash "400", keen
Halloween party Monday evening at Sylvia Cohen carried off the honors,
Before you buy your new car, come in.
P ublic interest has surrounded the new
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Snow, Me and the donkey's tail was pinned on
We’ll give you the key to a TwinT’win-ignition motor—
chanic street.
correctly by Gwendolyn Rubinstein.
Ignition-Motored "400”. You take it
Sandwiches, cakes, cocoa and punch
People everywhere are telling other
out, and take a ride. That's all we ash!
The members of the Cardinal Club, were served. The guestk were Con
people that they’ve never driven a car
husbands and special guests were stance Knickerbocker, Ruth Dondis.
"A
*4
*4
with so much sparkle and enthusiasm
entertained Wednesday evening at Mvra Walsh. Dorothy Kenderdine.
the Community Sweet Shop. South Dorothy Thomas, Ruth Marston. He
♦ /« the first three months following
in its action—
Hope, the hostesses being Mrs. A. .1 lena Rubinstein. Morris Saunders,
the "400” introduction "400” sales
—Or one that is as smooth and quiet
Bird and Mrs. J. A. Jameson. The William Dean, Laurence Lord. Daisy
tables were prettily decorated after Grey, June Cook, Winona and Norma
were nearly?5,000 cars, 14,000 more
at every speed, clear up to the top—
the Halloween idea, with favors for Newton, Clil't'ord Carroll. Editii Don
than
the total of the best previous
—Or one that needs to little gasoline.
the guests. Honors in cards went to dis, Gwendolyn Rubinstein, Helen
July, the best previous August and
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs. Elmer Pietrosky, Mary Valencia, Charles
Twin ignition, with high compression
Crockett, 'Miss Annie Blackington Havener, Natalie Jones, Ernest Don
the best previous September in all
in the valve-in-head motor means
Elmer B. Crockett, Clarence S. Bev dis, Joseph Dondis. Sylvia Cohen and
Nash
history.
more
power,
more
snap,
more
speed,
erage and George A. Wooster.
Karl Rubinstein. Mrs Dean was as
sisted by Mrs. Raymond Newton, Mrs.
Mrs. A. W. Butler who has recently John Walsh, Mrs. James Dondis and
9 Stdans from 98851» $1990,8 Coupes, Cabriolets, Victorias from $885 to $1775, f. o. 4, factory
arrived from London, England, is Mrs. William Grey.
the guest of Mrs. Emily Hlnehcock.
at the Thorndike Hotel, for a few
days, then going to St. Louis where
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Pe
she will spend the winter with Miss
ter’s church will serve a harvest sup
Ruth Cobb.
per at G.A.R. hall Saturday, Oct. 27
Lead* the World
Car Value
Prof, and Mrs. Roy E. Jones and from 5 to 7. Tickets 35 cents.—adv.
IMPORTANT
FEATI
RES-.rO
OTHER
CAR HAS TH n.lt ALL
127-129
daughter Caroline of Storrs, Conn.,

*1345

CASH OR
EASY

Company

Supper will he served hy the I’niversalist ladies Wednesday evening
at 6 o’clock with this committee in
charge; Mrs. Leonard Campbell,
chairman. Mrs. IL L. Jones, Mrs. E.
W. Berry, Mrs. J. Fred Knight, Mrs.
Adelaide Butman, Mrs. W. T. Cobb,
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Miss Ellen Coch
ran, Miss Josephine Thorndike, Miss
Flora Wise, Mrs. L. A. Walker, Mrs.
Ida Maxey and Mrs. Elizabeth Thayer.

William C. Bird of Bond & Goodwin,
New York, who has been in town this
week, left today accompanied by Mrs.
Bird and their young son Christopher
enroute to Montclair, N. J., where
they are to make their future home.
The departure of this popular young
couple, whose life has been spent in
Rockland, is viewed with regret by
Capt. and Mrs. A. W. Hutchinson
a great circle of business and social
friends, whose good wishes follow and children. Winslow, Margaret,
Susan, Eunice and Ramona, are
them into their new environment.
spending the weekend in Gloucester,
Mrs. Ambrose Mills leaves today for Mass.
Boston where she will be the guest of
her son, L. F. Mills, for two weeks.
Mrs. A. L. Vose leaves today for
Boston and vicinity where she will
Mr. and Mrs. Fred II. Snowman visit her daughters and son.
and son Donald Fred spent Tuesday
in Bangor guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred C. Dean who has been in
Frank Jones. Mr. Snowman Is hav Peekskill, N. Y.. arrived home Thurs
ing his annual vacation from the day for the winter.
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
Mr. and Mrs. James Farino of Long |
“Red Roof Farm," South Hope was Branch, N. J., who are touring the
the scene of a happy gathering Sun New England States on their wedding
day when Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Duncan trip were recent guests of Mr. and
entertained at dinner Mrs. Duncan’s Mrs. Donald Farrand, West Meadow
brother, Capt. F. W. Skinner and road.
family of Portland and Mrs. Amelia
McIntosh and family of Rockland.
Mrs. Robert Roach of Smyrna Mills
who has been the guest of her mother.
Mrs. Harrison MacAlman gave a Mrs. Nils Nelson. Warren street, re
dinner party Thursday evening in turns home Sunday with her husband,
1 honor of Miss Caro Fernald whose who spent the weekend here.
I engagement was recently announced.
The Hallowe’en theme was carried
Mrs. Margaret MacEachern of
out even to the “Shower.’’ Cards Northeast Harbor who has heen the
followed with honors going to Mrs. guest of her aunt, Mrs. George DunCharles Schofield and Mrs. Lawrence ton, Broadway, has gone to Albany,
Perry.
N. Y.. for the winter.

j

CASH OR
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AND WIRED OUT

Piping Insido and Out—Digging
Included. Call—

S. E. EATON
Telephone 634-J

126*lt

what America
lias said to the Twin-Ignition Motor

F

NASH "400"
In .Vofor

and Mrs. Flora Jones and Miss Clara
Jones of Pelham, N. H., were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Farrand. West Meadow road.

I

Mrs. S. Constantine who attended
the Eastern Maine Festival in Ban
gor Wednesday lias been spending
the remainder of the week as guest
of Mrs. John Kean in Wollaston,
Mass.

On Friday afternoon, Vernon Studley entertained 11 of his little friends
at a Hallowe’en party. Many games
were enjoyed. Refreshments were
served in the dining room, which was
decoralted with orange and black.
The little guests were presented with
orange and black caps and favbrs.
Those present were Feme Brit to,
Bernice Jones, Madeline and Norma
Philbrick, Albert, Dana and Lola
Libby. Lincoln McRae, Jr., Shirleen
McKinney, Esther Cohen and Avis
Rubinstein.

Twin-Ignition motor

HALLOWEEN

DANCE

Aluminum alloy pistons
Umar Strati)
12 Aircraft-type spark
New double drop frame
Plugs
Torsional vibration
High compression
damper
Houdaille and Lovejoy
World's easiest steering
shock absorbers
i etc Is lire NtUk naanurasj
7-bearing crankshaft
Salon Bodiea
(bollou crunk liins)

Bijur centralized
chassis lubrication

Electric clocks

Longer wheelbaaea
One-piece Salon
fenders
Clear vision front
pillar posts

Exterior metalware
chrome plated over
Nash Special Design
nickel
front and rear
bum peri
Short turning radiua

Temple Hall, Rockland

THOMAS-NASH CO.
Wednesday, October 31

Park Street

Rockland

Auspices American Legion

Kirk’s 6-Piece Orchestra
NOVELTIES

FAVORS

REFRESHMENTS
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

128-130

BRONCHITIS
At bedtime rub the throat and

1855

chest thoroughly with—

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

VICKS
▼ VapoRub

O..r 2t HUUaa Jar.

Y.arfr

1S28

a

WALDOBORO, ME.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
STONE
63tf

LOANS
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
ON REAL ESTATE

HARRY EERMAN
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
TEL. 426-M

ROCKLAND

. y-TL-y

THE KEITH MEMORIAL
''''' ‘ ‘ '..............

4 « .<u t»'«

Every-Other-Day
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SKY MYSTERIES
Early

Morning

Northern

Boston’s Five Million Dollar Theatre To Be Opened To the
Lights and Fan-Like Rays
Public Next Monday
I , In Eastern Sky
Wo suppose there is scarcely a
reader of The Courier-Gazette ar
rived at maturity who has not
starred his visits to Boston by at
tending the Keith Theatre. In the
realm of amusement the name of
Keith is “familiar as household
words.’’ It is with special interest
that the public reads that a romance
c. business and friendship had its
beginning in New England more than
forty years ago will reach its climax
in that city the night of October 29.
with the opening of a magnificent
new theatre.
A grey-haired, shrewd-faced kind
ly man. who long ago achieved all the
money a man could need, has built
the new playhouse as a lasting trib
ute to the memory of his dead busi
ness associate and friend.
The
builder is E. F. Albee, born in Ma
chias. Maine, and the B. F. Keith
Memorial Theatre—erected at a cost
of $.'>.000,000—is’his gesture of friend
ship to the late B. F. Keith. founder
of vaudeville.
Behind the opening of this new
playhouse stretches a story of great
success from a small beginning that
is without parallel in the theatrical
history of the world. And it began
in Boston, in a ramschackle little
'building, next-door ,to the old Adams

way, ami the next year he chris
tened his performances "vaudeville,"
to get away from the stigma at
tached to "variety show." and made

Great shafts of light, presumably
the aurora borealis, are reported to
have been visible in the eastern sky
from Bath around 4 o’clock Tuesday
morning. They are described by eye
witnesses as having the appearance
at first of the rays from an automo
bile headlight, then the intensity
grew as if from a searchlight »uch as
might he expected on a warship and
aw ung about tlie heavens as it from
a pivot At intervals the sky in that
immediate vicinity was aglow from ’
its brilliance and then, the glowdisappeared and tlie sky became in
tensely dark. This phenomena is
said to have existed at intervals for •
nearly half an hour.

« * * •

After somebody explains the above
phenomenon will he also kindly ex
plain the fan like rays which the
writer saw in the eastern sky about
sundown Wednesday afternoon. The
sun itself was obscured by clouds,
r.nd there did not seem to be any pos
sible connection between it and the
strange rays. The Courier-Gazette
would be interested to know if any
body else witnessed the Penobscot
, Bay phenomenon.

FORGING AHEAD!
The Eastern has made thousands of friends during the past year—our first
year in Rockland. Our Values—our service—our desire to please have placed >
the EASTERN IN THE LEAD.

EAST UNION
Mrs. Clara Snow accompanied her
B. F. Keith, the New Englan 1 man daughter Mrs. Lura Whalen to Banwho was tb.e “Bather of Vaude- gor this week where Mrs. Whalen at
ville.”
tends the teactoeis’ convention.
The Barm Bureau met in Grange

every effort to keep his little mu- hall Friday, subject. “Christmas Sug
seum clean and decent. He origi- gest ions.’’
Mrs. Ruth Simmons feels very
nated the idea of a continuous pelformance, from ten to ten. in order grateful to her friends and neigh
to get in more people. More came— bors for their kindness shown her
the place held 300—hut they brought during her recent illness.
Several from this place attended
lunches with them and refused to
get out after the first performance the installation of Bethel Rebekah
of the bill, so that he had to invent Lodge at Union Monday evening.
Mrs. H' llis Watts is slowly recov
the “chaser’’ act.
About that time, a young man of ering from a severe attack of bron
twenty-eight.
whom
Keith
had chitis.
Ernest Hilt of Thomaston was a re
known in his circus days, blew in.
This was E. B. Albee. Like Keith, he cent caller at this place.
Lawrence Morton and Bred Spear
had adventured as a boy. He had
been with the circuses for ten years, are enjoying their annual hunting
trip.
and Keith gave him a job.
Mrs. 11. M. Watts was a guest of her
What seemed to be troubling
Keith most was that in spite of all mother. Mrs. Mary Saunders in
L -t; £ 4
his efforts the “right people" in : Rockland recently.
Boston wouldn't come to his museum.
APPLETON RIDGE
They persisted in regarding it as a
‘low place.’ What could he do to
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Whitney were
raise its tone, and get more and bet- ' in Union Tuesday where Mrs. Whit
ter people to come inside?
ney had dental work done by Dr.
"Give me over nigbt to think Stephenson.
about it.’’ said young Albee.
Misses Maude S. Fuller, Lucy T.
He thought about it with such Moody. Alice I). Moody and Ruth
success that in no small time the tide Arrington left today for Bangor
turned and the •’respectable" ele- where they will attend the Maine
ment of Boston began to flock to the State Teachers’ Convention,
little show. Money rolled in. They
The Willing Workers met at the
built theatres in New York. Chicago, parsonage Tuesday afternoon and
Philadelphia and other cities, thea- j accomplished a good amount of
tres magnificent and luminous. They work.
raised the standard of vaudeville.The
B. L. Whitney was in Rockland
Keith stage was and is a clean stage Wednesday.
In the task of building theatres Mr.
The annual Harvest Home will be
Albee has always been the leading held at Riverside hall this year and
spirit. He likes to build them. Ho supper at the dining room in the
picks out all the materials, all the Grange hall,
colors, all the hangings and pictures
and decorations himself. And, is ins
Then- will be a Well Baby confer
Tlie Washington Street Entrance of
ence at til'1 lied 4?ros» rooms, 49
the New B. B. Keith Memorial
Main street. Monday, at 2 p, in. BaTheatre, which is located on tiie
I bies to be weighed and measured.
site of the little building, where
128-129
Keith and Albee started vaudeville
in America.
lights, planning both for the enjoy
ment of his patrons and the comfort
I of his artists.
House, and not far from the site of
I The theatres that he lias built are
the new Memorial Theatre.
| unlike any other theatres in the
In the early 1880’s, variety enter- 1
.3^ &
i country, because of their comfort
tainment in America was a pariah of
cleanliness and orderliness. Backthe arts. Respectable people were
stage in the Keith theatres actors
seldom seen in the audience, while
now find dressing rooms with tubs
legitimate actors would as soon turn
and showers, as well as upholstered
burglar as appear on a variety stage.
, couches: they find a laundry, a sew
Such were the conditions even in
' ing room, a green room containing
Boston when, in 1X83. Benjamin
easy chairs and a piano, and even a
Franklin Keith, a farmer’s son from
W/A
nursery stocked with toys where the
Hillsboro. Massachusetts, who had
! children of the ix-rfurmers may play I
been, in turn, a sailor and a circus
J Tiie actors; behind the scenes are just
performer. arrived in ‘Boston, with a
as well looked after as tlie public
few dollars in his pocket and de
I out front. They are regarded not
cided to become a showman on his
only as human beings, but as pcown hook.
i culiarly sensitive ones.
Keith rented a small store on
And these are only a few of tlie
Washington Street, for which he paid
| innovations that Keith and Albee.
a dollar a day. got a pail and mop
working together, were aide to acand scrubbed it clean with his own
Among
many
other
hands, and then opened it as a "mu Tlie builder, E. F. Albee, who for i: complish.
things, they were the first to intro
seum,” with Baby Alice, weight TVs
twenty years lias planned and } duce electric lights in a theatre: tho
pounds, and a Barnum mermaid as
worked to build a theatre that i first to present a motion picture in
attractions. Among other earlier at
would serve as a fitting tribute to the vaudeville house: and the first
tractions were a chicken with a hu
his friend and associate. 1!. F. i to make women take off their hats in
man face, the Circassian beauties,
Keith.
' a theatre.
the “biggest bog in America," and a
pair of youthful comedians, who got -------------------------------------------------------- Thin new theatre is the culmination
$40 the first week, hut consented to resources have increased, lie iias put : of them all. Its opening next Monniore and more money into these new ' (lay will lie an event unsurpassed in
work for $30 the second.
Young Keith prospered in a small houses, on both sides of tlie foot- the theatrical history of Boston,

|
I
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Eastern’s Sales Volume
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WILLYS-KNIGHT

WHIPPET

Visit our Store -- You are
welcome to look around I

•

YOU WILL NOT BE URGED TO BUY

Comparison is the Best Test of Values
We urgS new customers to look around—compare our great
assortment—our reasonable prices with other stores. It is be
cause we are so sure you’ll trade here that we ask you to
make cditiparison.

EASTERN STORES KNOWN THROUGH
OUT NEW ENGLAND AS
FRIENDLY STORES
Our interest in you does not cease with the making of the sale
but continues always—we write all our customers twice annu
ally to inquire if there is any dissatisfaction with the goods or
service. This advertisement may be considered an INVITATION
to all our customers to report at any time any dissatisfaction
to our president, JAMES A.'CAHNERS, with the assurance
that you will be delighted with the treatment you will receive.
•

*

I

)

IVe

guarantee our prices to be the
lowest in Maine

1928 Willys-Knight Special 5 Passenger Sedan

1928 Whippet 4 Sedan
1926 Ford Coupe
1926 Ford Touring

1924 Overland Touring

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Furniture Company

WILLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET SALES AND SERVICE

632-4 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
127-130

The Friendly Store

283 Main Street, Rockland

